Preliminmy 1111313011. 01 the Executive CommiLLee
To be submitted ta the meeting 111' the (11111111111 C11111i11itte1: called [or Friday, May 19th,
at (1 11'cl111.'.|1', at tl11: Schools, Sandggate.

LADIES AND GENTLEMISN,

The Executive Committee was appointed on March 17th, after the following resolution had
been passed:—
“ lhat 111') 111: 1511:] “he o11'11s1111yl11‘1111111y in t|11:1|.1n1'1:r11l1111:115511alll1e elieihle lot the1Exeeu“ tixe Committee. nor sh: 1“ any 111: 1.131111 \1' ho s1:1:]|; or has sold his 1111111111) he entitled to any aid
“1111111 the lt1.liel.'|1111d,

nor shall any 1:;l1i111l111:|1:":1111||1y any 1111::111l111' 111 the ( 1111111111tc1, lot com-

“ peusation 1111111 the hiuds he ente 1 t.1in1.:-.11
At the same 111eetine' the(11111-1.'1| (.11111111itl1:11 passed the following resolution :—
“ '.l‘hat the lixeeutive Con1111itt1.11: |1e1'e11u11ste1| 111111 1111ee consider and relieve urgent cases of
distress, and that with a 111: \v 111 the hind be 11111 utilia1| 1111' the 11111‘1111s1: 111 1'1.:|i1 \ 111:1‘ {/151111'1111 115 a

" 11'1/1011', l1y 111'11.i11st11te111e11t11|t|11:\\1'1.:'11|\11| |11111s1< t|1:“\'5|11111||111.1|;11:111111111111\'int111.‘.\’ely case of
“ damziqe done to |111i|1|ing1s 11y tl11: s11|1f 1111.1'1111 111111|11\111:1 :11111111111les11on11|111'11t11e'1 1181181 llICC (IS

“may he neeessai‘y to 1:11.1|1|1.:t|11:1n 111 11111111 111t|11 C11111111itt11:\1.'it|1 the least possible delay with
esti11111tes 11l the cost 111 reinstatenunt in e111.'|1 ease1."
Since the appointment of.. the |1Z\.:11'11ti\'e Connnittee, the Honorary See1etalies, appointed by
the Ptihlic .\leetinj' Wh1.11 the tie 111 111| C111111111|t1. e \1:.'a; l111'11111,1|

h:11\'111g resigned,

the

l', .\‘ecutive

Committee appointed N1 1\. ti 5%1II1111 as ||11n111111\ SL‘C‘TILUUV
.
llicl\cttltlxe(11111111ittee1'1|i1..\1,11|:1||111'j1'111111181s11|distreshalidhave granted amounts 111
aid 01 tepairing ot iehuildine' cei 111111 111 l|I1.: \\'1'-11.|\1d houses.

'.t‘lieli1.1ll11\\'ing owners 111' occupiers within the 11||111'te1| :11'11' , all of whom sullered serious loss
|1y the landslip, have made no 11111111 1111 tl11: lund:—-l\|iss |1‘1:illy,Lo1'1lltadnor, Mr. \\'1|l1'ed
C1‘i11ps.c.1;., 1\11'. .|)u|3ou|.'1y.1.11.. M1'.J. (I Keene. Mrs Cl11'i::.ti1 |\’1.\'. '1‘. l. |11\d C0”ll|(l11. Mr.
Fred Ralph, Mrs. Crighton Mr. 1\. 1‘. (:111111 Mr. C.1n1]1i1111 1\liss Char,|t1111 1\l1 1\11111 ludrre
1\111 J. 1"1eaison 1\11‘.\\". 1.}. 11111.,t11n L ieut. Col. 11 J. l'y'nmor1, 1111. J. J. Jones, Major l\elly1
Dr. Reynolds, t\liss l\‘1.1|1ins11n
As thelosses sustained |1y t|11:1'1|1ove ca111111t|11Lo1”1111,tlyestiniated 11o claimshavingheen sent
in, the .El xecutive have no 11:11: 1|1|e 111111 11111111 which to |1'1s1:111:c111"1t1 li<11‘111,s still tl11rec 1111 he no

dou|1t tl 1.1t thelloss is he:.1\'y not intrely111 aetu; 11 1'11. [11.'1111|1|e 1|. 11111 we |1ut alsoin the injury than can
only |1ere111edie | |1y rel1111|1|i11fn

'11:

1:11 'ol'1111111e'l111111e1't) 11]j1iie1 1111111: 111' 11:.;;3 111 the 11111111: oi 1111 11le111111 area, and

it seems desuahle to state tl11 1t in all 1.1 1:31.: s 111 \\'l1i1,' l1 reliel 11' 1s l11:1: 11 11111 red to c|ai111ants this is :1
factor which the 1') \e1: utive 11nd it: '1'1l\1s1 is h: 111: |11e11 C11|11])1‘.1H111 to i<1note
After 11 1:111el11l e.\1 111111111111111 111 the 1|\.'11 llinesIn tl11: 1-ll1:1' t1'11| dist1i1't an estimate was made 01
damage done to the houses; t|1es1:1:stin1at1:s, h11\\e':\11 did 11111 take

into account

any damage

which 111ight have. been done to drains, 11111111111111 1511111111111.1 h: 1\':1 11111'111'1,tcn11, to cover that
depreciation \\'hi1: l1 may he el1 15se1| under the he. 1d 111 111.1 1:11.1..111‘ y ultimate 1|e111'e1ii1 1111111 111 the fz'ilnie
alter the most 1111\1111t1 11113111155 e.\pendituieh'1s|1ee115']1e11t11n the rep aiis oltl1ell1uildin1's.
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@PON your arrival at Sandgate Station, and enquiring the
road to the ruins, any man on the station, from the
courteous Station-master, Mr. Caudell, to the boy who
collects tickets will direct you to “Keep to the left." Presuming you
are here met by a Guide to whom the locality is known, he will
ﬁrst—at short distance from the Stationepoint out to you a vacated
residence known as Littlebourne Lodge. In reality Littlebourne

Lodge has borne a great deal, and is considerably dislodged, the
walls and ceilings being badly cracked. Turning up an opening on
the left you are shown Cheriton Cliff Villa. The doors of this

domicile are owing to the Landslip rendered unﬁt for opening and
shutting, and furniture and goods were at considerable risk lowered
to the ground from the windows. On the sea front opposite you'll
notice a badly damaged groyne. Re—crossing the road and still
keeping to the left you reach a terrace of seven houses, known as
Sunnyside.
The tenants here mainly depended on summer
boarders for maintenance and support, but owing to severe damage
to the houses—both inside and out it is scarcely likely, unless
repairs are rapidly proceeded with, that the usually comfortable and
charming apartments therein will this year be occupied by visitors.
At the back of Sunnyside Terrace you may be shown one of the
gardens belonging to Tavenor Bros, fruiterers and ﬂorists, of
Sandgate.
This garden is in a generally upheaved condition.
Adjacent stands Wellington Place, situated on an elevation at the

rear of Wellington Terrace.

The houses on the Terrace and in

Wellington Place are also deserted by the tenants. The apartments
in Wellington and Gloucester Terraces have for years been among

those most sought after by visitors, and the calamity means a terrible
loss to their late tenants. Keeping to the left of Wellington Place you

reach the Clarendon Inn, which, notwithstanding the dilapidated
condition of the houses on either side, stands tolerably firm in
comparison. Business, up to the time of writing, is still carried on,
though very great inconvenience has been caused to the landlord
and his wife not having been able to procure proper food, in
consequence of the damage done to the stoves.
Neighbourly

assistance has, however, been forthcoming.
Adjoining the Clarendon stands (so far) three cottages, the
lower two being completely parted.
The gardens in this
neighbourhood are also in a terrible condition. While inspecting

the Clarendon Inn and adjacent cottages you stand on Brewer‘s Hill,
a much frequented road leading to Shorncliffe Camp. Almost
exactly half—way up this Hill a spacious gap in the path occurred, and
for some time the water from a broken drainpipe rushed with great

violence towards the sea.

Men have been at work here since

Sunday, and the roadway is now partially restored.

Descending Brewer's Hill and turning again to the left Castle
House is brought to view. This house was occupied by Mr. Mark
Judge, a gentleman of inﬂuence, who since the catastrophe has
come prominently and worthily forward in the interests of the
sufferers. The east wall of this residence is parted in the centre, and
the ceilings and floors are in a state bordering on collapse. On the
left of Castle House stands Prospect Place, consisting of ﬁve houses,

each being more or less damaged, and, like the others, deserted.
Three other smaller houses at the rear of Prospect Place are in a

similar condition. In a garden immediately at the rear of the houses
referred to above the visitor will be surprised at the sight of
greenhouses and vineries fallen and falling, ﬂower beds upheaved,
and stone steps and palings lying in startling confusion. This garden
is also the property of Tavenor Bros.
Retracing your steps and bearing to the left you reach Farleigh
House, which, though considerably damaged inside and out, has
been purchased since the disaster by Mr. J. J. Jones, of Beach
Rocks.
On the left of Farleigh House you enter the gates of
Encombe, the property of Miss Reilly, by whose kindness visitors
have been enabled—by paying Sixpence at the gatesﬁto witness
some of the most strange and serious results of the Landslip. The

money paid for admission is added to the Relief Fund, and it may
with satisfaction be chronicled that during the first four days the
grounds were thus opened to the public nearly one hundred

pounds were in this way collected.

On leaving the grounds of “Enchanting Encombe” and again
turning to the left, you will not fail to observe that more than
ordinary attention is directed towards Spring House and the
cottages on either side.
Spring House is THE sensation of the
subsidence, and by the time this pamphlet is in the printers hands
it may have collapsed altogether.

With but a shed intervening stands the house and bakery, built
by the late occupier, Mr. Ludlow, for whom much sympathy is felt,
the house and bakery having been but recently completed. Barton
House and the Rose Inn are but slightly affected, and are still
occupied. On the opposite side of the street you will notice the
Station till lately occupied by the Sandgate Coastguards, who are
now in saferithough less officialwquarters. The ﬂagstones in front
of the outer wall were thrown completely out of place, and the
appearance of the wall itself is at present decidedly zig—zag.

By observing the wall facing the sea and the condition of the
row of houses, it is made evident that the authorities were wise in
directing the men to remove their families and goods into other
quarters. Adjacent stands M. Offredi’s café, which is considerably
damaged, as is also the sea wall and surface of the Esplanade round
about.
Recrossing the road, the much—talked of ruins in Chapel Street,
will be witnessed. It is difﬁcult and unnecessary to describe the

pranks played by Nature in this locality. Considerable attention has
been given it,
photographers.

by

the

illustrated

press,

by

reporters,

and

Retracing your steps into the High Street, you will pass an
imposing building known as Beach Rocks Convalescent Home,

which is in a perfectly safe and sound condition.
A little further on; you’ll stop and refresh at The Alexandra
Hotel, which adjoins that favourite public resort well known as
Maltby’s Mansion of Mirth, the New Alhambra Theatre of Varieties,
where every evening, throughout the year, may be witnessed a first—
class entertainment of refined variety.
Having reached this Haven of rest, you reward your guide, who
leaves you to Wander at Will.
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STDNE EXPRQSS 8th March 13
TERRIBLE LANDSLIP AT SANDGATE
GREAT DﬁuTﬁUUTION {F PROPERTY
SEWER-{TY HOUSES DMMEILGED
Between seven and eight o'clock on Saturday evening, a female rushed
out of Coastguard Cottages, Sandgeto, exclaiming "There's an earth.
quake, the house and ground are all of a tremble."
Simultaneously some hundreds in other houses were terror etrioken
with similar experience of that turned out to be a serious landelip
which has worked havoc amongst the homes, roadway and property in
all directions in this charming watering place.
That there were indications of what was likely to happen is only now
too palpable.
ﬂitneee the evidence of Mr. Turner, a lodging house keeper of
Wellington Terrace. He says that on the previous night, he heard
a rumbling sound, and remarked to his wife about the peculiarity,
and the next day there was an ominous crack in the wall of a back
room.

On Saturday evening there was the same rumbling sound, a

sense of rocking, a crash at the buck, and a rush out of the house
terror stricken, only to find neighbours in the roadway suffering
from the some awful experience. Then the news flow for end wide
that Sandgate was falling, an earthquake or some other terrible
calamity had hopuened to the place.

They came rushing down from the hillsides, people dazed with fright
got out of their residences in Chapel Street and in several houses
at the back of Sandgato, mothers held clinging children in their
nightshirts, men terrified about their household treasures and themselves;' From fire, possessions can be saved, but who cares about
clearing out houses with large cracks in them? Small houses too,
which for a sudden seemed to sink into the ground and to lean overu
The pavements in the streets were jerked up, falling tilee rattled
upon the ground, and every now and then there was a sound like the
touring of calico, which meant a crack in the wall or a breach in
a building or a gap in some structure.
Reverting to Mr. Turner's house, as an instance of the force of the
movement, the outhoueeo at the back were displaced. The wash-house
the coal house and outbuildings seemed suddenly equeezed together,
and the door of the coal cellar cannow now be forced to remove a
full stock of coal for fear of the whole of the building collapsing.
This is but a sample of the injury done to the whole of this
terrace. No overdrawn picture can be made of the people, who, from
the hour of the wreckage, right through that fearful night, were to
be met with flying from ﬂundgate to Hythe, or to Folkeetono for

/ehelter

shelter. Ho one can have any idea of the mischief unless they know
Sandgate. Most people look upon the town as one street. But on
the hillsiics, in sheltered nooks, are cottages, villas and crtisan's
dwellings with gardens attached, and here this awful visitation
becomes more apparent.
The cause perhaps is not for to seek. The heavy rains acting upon
a treacherous subsoil, had loossncd the earth, which must have
swept down like a torrent of moving matter, and sent upheavals
in all directions.
Let us take tho beach for instance. The sou wall has given away
from time to time, no doubt through the want of protecting groynes.
Groynes have been put up by the Sandgate Local Board, with the result
that the becch has lately largely accumulated. But this mighty
force has actually made splits in the Parade, it has come with
such an impetus that one groyne is split in twain, and another
turned into a zig zag, splintering the wood, which makes this
strange curve.

There opposite one sees paving stones uphoovcd, cracks in walls,
seams in the fronts of houses « everywhere the offsets of this
remarkable subsidence.
Tho Coastguard Station seems, however, to have felt the severe brunt
of the shock. Not only has the boundary wall been split, and the cottages mutilated in every possible way, plaster falling, fissures in
the walls, and staircases doubled up, but the land has movoc and
the roadway in front of the houses has been jogged and ruffled and
strained out of shape.

In this general detail, for other particulars of this event are
elsewhere give; to must draw special attention to incombe. ﬁrobu
ably most of our readers will remember this lovely place, for in
the summer the ounor mics Reilly, opened it to tho public for the
benefit of charities. The land rose in lovely green woods, with
doles and cells and in uneven patches, prolific in emerald vordure,
but p obably only too suggestive of the troochorous soil beneath.
It was a land bursting with springs. Here, years ago Kr. Harris had
a house which was injured by gradual land subsidencos, and was
eventually pulled down. The effects of the londscapo can he soon
hero with plain suggestivoness. Picquots were told off of military
and police to prevent people going t ore, for greenhouses in heaps of
ruins, falling masses of earth, gaps in the pathway, fissures in all
ﬂirsctions, fallen trees the roots almost wrenched out of the soil,
told only too plainly that the mischief, to a great extent, arose in
txis direction.

The most remarkable circumstences in connection with the
event is the variety of damage done, and the limited
area OVcr which it cpread. Experts must decide the cause,
but a cursory inspection almost confirme the opinion that

the clip is purely local and csnfined to one port, that
is wherever the shock touched, which doec not appear to
ave affected tho east side of the town, certainly not
near the railway station and probably this confinement of
the evil may hold out ﬁhc hope of tracing its source
and somewhat mitigating fears of future calamity. The
houses facing the coo within the area of mischief,
Gloucester Terrace, Castle House, Lymington House and
Mr. Blrch's residence, below the Clarendon Inn on
Brewer'l Hill, have severely euffcred but in contradictinction to this and showing the eccentric couree
of the lendslip, it may be inetcnced that Beach Rocks
Convalescent Homes escaped injury.
ﬁpring Houce seems to be the most notable inetance of
damage done. The house is half capsized and the par—
ticular form of injury is evidenced in several houses
on the hillside, particularly near Brewer's Hill.
Here there has been a subsidence in the hill just above
the Clarendon Inn, and men were busy on Monday digging
up the soil, endeavouring to reach the drain pipce
beneath.
of course ouch a subsidence has seriously injured the
drains, the water pipes, and the gas pipes, and so
the difficulties affecting these has greatly added
to the misery of the situation.
Sunnyeide, Prospect Houee, Portland Villa, Littlebowne
Lodge, the Homectead, Stanhope Villaa, Glenart House,
and Devonehirc Terrace, all these houses are more or less
rendered uninhabitable.
The Vacant houoee at Scobrook and Hythc have been taken
by families, and all Sunday and Monday was occupied in
the removal of goode, whilst thousands came to inspect the
ocenc of havoc
In Chapel Street, where the damage has been most severe,
the crtieanc and the labouring classes are the sufferers,
also that class has occupied many humble dwellings with
which the back of Sandgatc abounds, and it was pitiable

to see them removing in the panic their goods on ﬁoturdcy
ni ‘ﬁ'h t 0

Through the kindneoe of the Rev. Russell Wakefield, the
National Schools wcrc utilized for sleeping purposes. The
rev. gentleman has been moot energetic in this grave crisis,
and his kindness, forethought and promptitude in action
have been of great service.
The half past nine o'clock bue woe besciged by a number

-4of married women who had taken juct enough clothes for
the night's use and were going to Myths in search of
lodgings. The White Hart, the Swan, and the Seabrook
Hotels being speedily filled by the refugeec.
It was not until about nine o'clock that the news became

generally known, and as it was a lovely mOunliaht night,
crowds soon assembled and discussed the situation. It
must be opoken to the credit of bendgate people that
those whose property woo safe, speedily extended hoe»
pitality to their distroaeed neighbours. when the
first ohock was over, men and women settled themoelves
down to the inevitable consideration of what woe to be
done for the night.

It is in such cases that we realize

the truth of the saying "one touch of not 'e makes all
the world akin", for frightened children were caressed
and weeping women comforted. Unlike a fire, there was
no need to remove the furniture, there was time the next
day to survey ruined homes, and to remove the householﬁ
goods long into the night the stragglere were eeen with
bundles cooking a resting place.
All the occupants of the Coactgucrds cottagee were
cleared out, and perhaps sympathy was not needed in
their case so much as with others, as the Government
will see these out of the difficulty.
barly next morning people were astir. Police aha
military provoste had guarded the town during the
night and with early morning, came streams of people,
thousands, who inemocted the ruinous ocene. Now men
and women wearing troubled looks and children whose
laughter was hushed, were seen overhauling the furniture, some removing it into the road or the gardens
attached.

Then the suffering such a calamity entails

became apparent. People went in search of cottage
property in Seabrook and ﬂythe. There is very little
in either to lot, and that uvailable was eagerly snatched
up. in Folkestcne they probably fared a little better.
But if the artizanc and labouring classes suffered,
the lodging house keepers perhape in comparison suffered
more. Several of them have invested the whole of their
capital in furniture, spring cleaning has been going on
and they were preparing for the season. The injury that
furniture has recechd, the uiffioulty of getting other
houses, the loss of all hope of a return this season,
means absolute ruin. It would be unfair, if we did not
put the éeploreblc plight of these people in the most
forcible light. Bandg to is ruined for this season.
51th the loss of lodging houses, will be the decline of
trade, lack of work for the labouring claso, and if
ever public sympathy should flow in a genuine channel
of relief, this is one.
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the Local Boarﬂ were alive to t 1eir respon9ibilities.
on Hundvy

wa.z:eeting

repel“t of 9b‘.ch appear9 in another part of the paper.

.:Vtunetely foranﬁzzbe, a most ill-judged report?vas sent to the
bunday papers.

In all conscience the affair is bad enoug;h without pilin;

on the ag;on1= a report likelv to 60 1Turther dW
9359 to the fawn. There is
a 9111919nc hztween a lanﬂslip and an 99rthquake which perhaps the scribe
corld l1arﬂly understand.
it must not be taken that all the houses affected will b? rehdered

uninhabitable this year.

Some probably will be repaired blt
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.
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Numerville House, tlla residence of Mrs. Mallett, was iirst Jisit9d.
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It's condition was so perilous that people fear.“ to enter and it was not
until the evening that Mr. W.B. Kennett, captain of the Fire Brigade entered
and brought out a quantity of valubble articles belonging to an officer
and his wife.
Then we crossed to Coastguard Cottages,of which there are 16. The pave—
ment on the north side of the high well was uplifted and the slabs, as
they descended, overlapped one another.
The first of these 16 cottages to feel the motion were the middle ones, but
the one which is most damaged is that at the western end which is wrecked.
Nos. 15,14,13 and 12 are not much injured, but nos. 11 and 10 are very
greatly damwged. The row originally stood in a perfectly straight line,
now they are twisted and bowed and it is difficult to say whether the centre
ones have gone backwards or the end ones forward. In the majority of cases
it may be said the houses have gone several inches seaward but there is no
doubt that there was a rush of sand forming a substratum of the soil to
seaward, and this would cause the houses in settling to take a backward
movement.
At low water there is a distinct rise visible on the rocks showing that
there has been an upheval of earth at that point. Standing at the back
door of the Centre Coa3tguard Cottages, the spectator can see a perfect
line through the wide rift in the north wall direct across to the falling
house, Spring House, and to see the direction which the slip took from
north west to south east. The rocket apparatus house and the house occupied
by the Chief Officer, Mr. Onslow which are at the eastern end of the cottages

are apparently but little effectd.
The old Bathing Establishment is affected but not very seriously, as far
as can be seen. All the Coastguardsmen are clearly out and are located
at the eastern end of the town, at Castle Green.
Farleigh House, the residence of Mr. W.J. Cripps has suffered severely but
it is in the garden and premises to the rear where greater damage is done.
It has we are been informed, been built eighty years, and was specially
constructed and tied with strong iron braces, which account for it having
withstood the shock so well. Mr. Whiting, however, said there had been
signs of subsidence there for the last 50 years. The front door could not
be opened.
In the garden of Mr. Tevencr there is a scene of terrible destrution, the
large green houses are absolutely wrecked as our illustration shows. wr.
Tevenor's garden lies close up to the base of the cliff and the greenhouses
lsy right on the line of the crevasse, hence hteir complete destruction.
Mr. Tevenor says there was no shock, it was a gradual subsidence, the
greatest amount of damage occuring at half past eight. Just before that
time the long greenhouse was leaning to thy north as much as 5ft. and it
gradually laid down so gently that scarcely any of the glass was broken
and the contents of the house were comparatively little hurt.
The fissure extends behind Mr. Du Bouley's far away in a north westerly
direction.

A little cottage, called Castle House Cottage, occupied by Mrs. Goodburn
is greatly shaken and forsaken by it's inmates.

lest Lawn the rcoidence of mr. J.H. Du Boulay'isinjured but not so severely
as many others.

Lymington House has sustained much damage to it's walls.

Castle House occu;ied by Mr. Judge rnd belonging to Mrs. Tvsen is VTTT
chatly ﬁamaged. ' e :"‘er portion of the front wall has gone out nearly
a foot ayd has left the ci.de wall, there being 9 great
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by Era. Easter and the athe? (fhornaliffa Rouge) by Mr. Bammand.
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Ee gave examples of the very territle effects of that landslip, and if they

could not get justice from the Government they Should appeal to Courts of Law.
hr.

salmon seconded the motion.

Mr. Maltby suggested that they should add to the resolution that the explosion
of the Calypeo as well as the Bienvenue had contributed to the result, which
was agree& to. In answer to a question the Chairman seiﬂ he understood that
through Folkestone the Lord mayor hoe approached to open a national subscription
for the relief of the sufferers.
On the motion of the Rev. De Gliddon it was agreed that a copy of the resolution
should be sent to the Borough Member and to the County Member asking them for
their support. It wae stated during the meeting that Sir ﬂdward'ﬂatkin had
sent a subscription of £100.

Ministry of Housing and Local Government
Whitehall London SW1
Telephone 01-930 4300 ext. 35 or 27

The Town Clerk

Your reference

Folkestone Borough Council
Civic Centre

0mrMmmme LG1/Q/153

TC/C/319/1/B

Folkestone

Kent

.

Due

33 April 1970

Dear Sir
COAST PROTECTION ACT 191+9

ENCOMBE ESTATE, SANDGATE
I refer to previous correspondence and to the informal visit on 1# January 1970
by one of the Department's Engineering Inspectors to investigate land movements in
the Encombe area of Sandgate.
In the light of the information obtained by the Inspector we consider that the
provision of an interceptor drain and associated works as suggested by
Sir William Halcrow & Partners to improve the stability of the ground in the area

of the 1893 land slip near the Encombe Estate. in order to reduce the lihl
of damage to the sea wall, is work of a type which, in principals could be c
out under the Coast Protection Act 1949.
Without prejudice to the Minister'
consideration of any detailed scheme that may be submitted, it is our view the
is open to the Council with the agreement of the land owners to put forward a
submission of the drainage works to be carried out in the vicinity of Encombe
Minister's approval under Section 5 of the Coast Protection Act.

If the Council decide to proceed in this way they may at the same time wish to include
,
in their proposals works to improve the stability of the area adjacent to the garages
”
and filled ground to the North West.
Additionally they may also wish to consider
3 to maintain the foreshore in the vicinity of the Enconbe'
Estate 4-5ft. above the tops of the piles in order to increase the factor of safety

against a slip. '

-

The Council are invited to say whether they see any possibility of their assuming

responsibility for the 1893 "Latham drain" where no ownership is claimed and maintaining it as a surface water sewer or part of the coast defences.
The Council will no doubt be aware of their powers under the Coast Protection Act to
obtain by agreement contributions towards expenditure in certain circumstances and if

they decide to carry out the works described above they may wish‘toieoﬁsiderlwnether

such contributions should be some t from the owners of those propertieEIQEiEh‘would’
eESBEFSGEEtantial
.

.

rctection in the event of stabilisation—aorks heino carried outD

Yours faithiully
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Circular No. 4i/62

A .1GOVeLRNMENT

1, awn
20th August. 1962

CTEON ACT, 1949

.

1

mmted by tne Minister of Housing and Local Government to say that he has
" _ the works scheme procedure provided for by the above Act and has

consulted the beat authority associations.
2. All the associations have indicated that they are in favour of abandoning works
schemes and the 1 ‘iinistcr has there fore decided that in future all coast protection works
should be carried out under the powers conferred by sections 4 and 5 of the Act. Coast
protection arithonties are therefore advised that from now on no more works schemesshould
be made for the purpose of recovering compulsory contributions from private interests.
and that the works scheme procedure should be allowed to fall into abeyance except
where it is necessary to obtain compulsory powers to carry out operations on land not in

the council’s ownership, In such cases the Minister considers that no charges should be
levied.
3 The increased expenditure falling on the local rates as a result of the discontinuance of
works schemes will be taken into ac count f01 the purposes ofgrant and loan sanction, but
it will be necessary to make a small adjustment in the method of assessing grant payable
4. So far as works schemes which have been approved but not completed are concerned.
and in cases where no contributions have yet been collected, the Minister considers that all
charges should now be waived and those affected informed accordingly. In the case of com-

pleted works schemes where some charges have already been paid, the Minister considers
the

there is no satisfactory alternative to continuing with the recovery of the outstanding

charges, many of which may be subject to appeal to him or to the Lands Tribunal.
5. Although he has decided that there should be no more works schemes for the purpose
of recovering compulsory contributions the Minister reminds coast protection authorities of
the powers in the Act to obtain contributions by agreement. He considers that such contributions should be sought where appropriate, eg when works will protect substant 1a] pro-

perties such as hotels. holiday camps, etc.

6 lndetd it may be tlziit in some cases 1. private and commercial undertaking is the
sole interest invoked and in such cases local anthmities will no doubt consider v hcth r ll
would be more app1opr1111, for them to priocced under section 20(6) of the Act which
to make a contribution towaid s the cost of coast protection work carried out
.‘ZiitilCS.
i am, Sir,
Your obedient Servant,

J. CATLOW,
Assistant Secretary.
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77 Hill: eld Court
Balsize Avenue, London B.W.3

B.Jenner Esq.,

From Coast Cottare
14S Sanﬂgaia High 5treet

The Civic Centre Box 3.3. 36

Sﬁnafﬁtﬁ. Kent

Eelka:tone CT 23 2%}

Subject: Ha th ﬁovament at Sanﬂwﬁte i 80”st Pro action ﬁst 1949
35in of ye r Communication: lgﬁ July 1975
We thank you for thp above can uniﬁaténﬁ and woulﬁ like to éraw y02r
attentian to some vital matters of faat. before giving our reply.
1. Coaat Protewtion Act 19d9 was of cenrga suwewceﬁed by a CiYCﬁlar to

Local Amthnmtites al/6? , 20 Anguat 1962, and ghoulﬁ have been quoted.
P. Farag : h 2 0f year latter captains an irresponsible statement an& is
& completp misrepresentation of the M1 igtry's views. anG Should be

co re tad i meéiately.

At no tgﬂg

aia the Ministry (new xwx) say it

was raasanable for praga ty 0 hers to contributa. if tbs council unﬁertaks

the works.

Sae 91nd pmg a. h of 9-212; 21m to Ton Clerk" Fa ke tone (LG-1/Q3/155)

23 September 1979 a: “0n the Easis of the information given by the Council
it wauld Sépm raasnnaEle that propgrty owners should hp askad to conttibrute
towaras the costs cf the works if th& Council unéartake tham'"
I submit thai the information givmn by the Co nail (1.9 the former ann
Cl#rk) was to my knowleége innacurate, regtricteﬁ and convayed a false
impression of the aitu&$iaﬂ. whis shnulﬁ be amended forth_ith, after
joint consultation with Sandnate residents.
wIiﬁﬂﬁT Pa JUDICE

Z.Eotwithstnmﬂing the abave rema ks. we would gtill be preaprea to share in
jaint c ntribution of 1%, of the tottl cagt, £91
a quwel‘ volunt;
as & m&tter of'reasanableness! but of ex ediengz a-e tiis cantribution
t0 be made payable intarazt free, over a minimum teneyw r geriaﬁ towards
th$ cost incurrad on lama drainage and stibilis ti n weﬁka 0n the landwaﬁ
side Duly I madﬁ this suggestion in 1979 but it was igﬂorad. ﬁr.Gostain
m.§. howavar, wrote ta me saying he could sag no rpascn why t is method of
payment shoulﬂ not be posaiblm to arrange.
we omld alga re uire an asauranca that adéiti”na1 works sunk as ﬁeach
fﬁﬁdiﬂﬁ tn maintain tha fares are in the lanﬁalip viciuty ¢911t be
satisfastarily carried out, and nanlﬁ ngt be includeé iv Eh? total Shaw:
to be sharad among rasiﬂgnts and lanéownars.

Eur cantrihution qnulﬁ in no way ahaolve the Eheuway Council from paat
neglact , nor from ¢uture maintenance of the 18?} Land 3 aim in its
Eatirgty. tog%thur with any new works.

é. V8 #0 16 also aaint Quﬁ thmt we, an thu Coavtguﬁrﬁ, have nap bewn n Iled
u.cn Ehrue ﬁimes since th»
bl
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Burdsrop Parkﬁwindon,

Shepway District Coun

Telephone(0793)812479

Ross House
Ross Way
Polkestone
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For the attention of Mr B Rochester
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TG/ELF/Z
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SAHDEATE

LIAISON-COMMITTEE

January lst 1976
Dear Sir/Madam,
mber, concerning earth
At the public meeting of 17th Dece
of those present favoured,
s
movement at Sandgate, the consensu
County and
in principle,

being

advantage

of Ministry,

taken

rds the cost of work designed
District Council contribution towa

to improve conditions.

cted owners to participate to
The Council strongly urge affe
It is not
work being done.
increase the limeihood of this
precise about the costs to each
possible at this time to be

owner.
established to:
Liaison Committee has been
of the Council's proposals
ons
Inform affected pers
1.
cil of the views of
Inform the Shepway District Coun
2.
affected persons
ed receive appropriate
Ensure that any questions rais
3.
replies

A

mber 18th, it wa' resolved
At the committee meeting of Dece
ted to all affected owners,
that a letter would be distribu
those who

he views of all
indicating an intention to canvasst
ciple, to ensure that they
prin
in
oval
have not expressed appr
me,
are aware of the proposed sche
the
to
and to discover objections
A

list

Further

at

some of

the

views

infornntion nay

he

so

for expressed

obtained

lA Encombe

David Yule

obtain replies to any queries
scheme, if any.

Alexandra

from the committee members:

telephone 39443
Gardens

B.

Rushell

25

C.

Bryant

137 Sandgate High Street

Vrs. n.0,
9. Godden
Don Yule

Elliott

4
22
20

Encnmbe
Encomh

is enclosed.

2.
Mr. Davies, 145 Sandgate High Street suggested that contributions should be
based on rateable values and enquired if old age pensioners would be allowed to

repay over an extended period of years as in the case of charges for Private
Street Works.

He also stated that,

in his opinion,

the problem was general,

rather than localised.

'

The Chairman, in reply, stated that the Council would be prepared to consider
accepting payment by instalments in cases of hardship.

Mr. Jenkins, Steamer Cottage, speaking on behalf of 20 residents, 12 of whom
were householders,
worried.

stated that they were very aware of the trouble at Encombe and
They had anticipated the Council's approach by holding their own meeting

at which it had been agreed that they were prepared to pay a sum subject to
satisfactory replies to the points listed below, and that as it was impracticable
for residents to arrive at a cost between owners,they considered that the Council
should recommend individual amounts to be paid.
1.’

If the costs of the works escalated, would the contribution stand?

2.

Was there any protection after the work had been completed?

Was it true to say that if there were to be no contribution from residents
3.
a Ministry grant would not be made?

4.
After the work was completed, was it the Council's intention to allow
further development at Encombe?
The Chairman replied as follows:—

He considered that the Council, having accepted a contribution, would
1.
stand by their decision.
2.

On completion of the scheme, the works would have to be maintained by

the Council.
A

Not true (to that extent, the position mentioned in paragraph 2 of letter
3.
of let July is no longer correct), but the Ministry advised the Council to seek
contributions from those who benefit, before submitting a scheme for grant approval.
4.

Yes, but only where planning approval had already been given.

At this point, the Consultant Engineer referred to his Company's proposals
stating that they had had more difficult problems to solve in other parts or the
country as well as the particular construction of remedial works at the East Cliff
Warren in 1948/1949

successful.

and that

the measures

they had taken

there had proved

However, he pointed out that, on completion of a scheme at Encombe

It would
it could not be expected that no earth movement would continue to occur.
would
movement
earth
some
overnight;
solved
be
would
not mean that the problem

continue for a time.

‘

Mr. Bryant of 137 Sandgate High Street asked if there is no decision what
would happen to the sea wall and Trunk Road?

In reply,it was stated that the Department of the Environment was responsible
for the maintenance of the Trunk Road.
Mr.

D. Yule,

successful?

20 Encombe — What are

the chances of the two schemes being

3.
In reply)the Consultant referred to the drain constructed after the 1893
slip saying that this drain had provided drainage of the area for many years until

the drain fell into disrepair.

The two alternative schemes now proposed were

selected as the most suitable for this particular problem, after detailed

investigations had been carried out and either of the schemes were designed to
provide a cure to the Encombe problem.

Mr. J.P. Medlicott, Solicitor (Messrs. Frederic Hall & C0) — Stated that he
was representing several property owners who were generally in favour of a scheme.
Their view was that the scheme should go ahead and they were prepared to make a
reasonable contribution.
He also emphasised the fact that if the problem was

shelved for another five years, costs would increase substantially as they had
done in the last five years.
He then remarked as follows:-

1.
His clients wished for-some guidance from the Shepway District Council
as to the basis of apportionment.
2.
He considered that there was an apparent reluctance to become involved
in what he saw to be a complex secretariat exercise.

3.
He suggested that a Liaison Committee be formed as a pressure group only;
anything else would be asking too much because of administrative difficultiesa
The Chairman,

in reply,

stated that the Council wished for a decision in

principle by the owners themselves before they became involved and prior to their
consideration of a scheme for ultimate submission to the Department of the
Environmenth

A vote was then taken, which resulted in a majority agreement for support in
principle to a scheme being submitted by the Council and for private contributions
to be made by the owners involved;

see also Appendix A.

Mr. David‘Yule was then appointed Chairman of a Liaison Committee;

the

Council officials and consultants thereupon withdrew to enable that Committee to
continue their discussion amongst themselves,

and to decide progress towards the

matter in hand, namely, the making of contributions by the optimum number of
residents.

{‘2‘ SANDGATE LIAISON-CGHMITTEE
I

Views so far expressed:
1.

Many owners have recognised the advantages of work being
carried

out to improve the

safety margins concerning land

stability in the affected area.
i.

These include:

Enhanced property values

ii.

Likelihood of improved mortgage facilities

iii.

Less resistance to sales of property to prospective

purchasers.
iv.
v.

Reduced inconvenience due to breakdown of services
An actual reduction in damage to property

Although it is recognised that the present owners have in no
way contributed to the conditions which result in the present
instability,

many owners

feel

it would be worthwhile to con-

tribute to the cost of any work done that results in improved
safety margins.
~
Of those whose views have so far been sought, and who agree
in principle,

final judgement

is reserved until a precise cost

to them is stated, and an understanding resulting in affected
persons sharing the costs equitably.
A strongly held view is that the situation has deteriorated
as a result of insufficient vigilance

authorities,

on

the part of various

and therefore the cost of any work done aheuggg

be at the expense of the communal exchequer, and not fall
particularly on the owners of property in the affected area.

This view is especially prevalent where property is not
directly affected, and the reduction in rates is considered
reasonable compensation for the inconvenience experienced.
Many in favour of work being carried out have indicated an
acceptance that individual costs would be related to rateable
There are'those, however, who have already inturred
values.

costs related to special designs intended to minimise the
known difficulties - in

particular,

the

installation of land

drains on their own property.

It is thought that more people would indicate approval if
their financial liability was clearly stated (for example,
£10,500 diﬁduiby 70 contributors,

resulting

in a flat rate

of £150 per affected.owner). Still more if there was some
clear guaranty that such work would be effective.
For some owners, the once mooted possibility of a charge against
property (similar to that levied when a road is adopted) as a
method of payment, represents the difference between acceptance
in

principle,

and

rejection.

(The

Council has

no authority

to

the cost of the work a charge on the property, however,
the Council is prepared to consider allowing owners, in cases

make

of hardship, to pay for the work by instalments.)

Sandgnt»
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FOLKESTONE.

BJ/BB/319/1/5

CT20 ZQY
lst July,

1975.

Dear Sir/Madam,
re

Earth Movement at Sandgate -

Coast Protection Act, 1949
1.

On the 20th October 1970 a letter was sent by the Town Clerk of the former

Folkestone Borough Council to all residents and interested parties in the Encombe

Area which advised that the drainage works connected with the above could, in
principle, be carried out under the Coast Protection Act, 1949.
2.

The former Council were of the opinion that drainage works,as recommended

by their Engineering Consultants, would substantially benefit properties in the
Encombe area and that if any works are carried out, owners of properties benefited
should contribute towards the cost(

There is power in the Coast Protection Act

for authorities to obtain contributions by agreement from owners of properties that
benefit from such workst The Ministry at that time, considered that it is reasonable
for property owners to contribute if the Council undertakes such works and did, in
fact, make it a condition for the payment of a grant from Central Government funds.
3.
It was left to the Council to fix the level of the contributions and they
decided that individual owners should, together, pay 10% of the total cost of the
proposed works, together with costs already incurred and consultants2 fees, and an
approach was made to all concernedn
The Council considered that the owners should
themselves decide how much each owner should pay, and Should consult together to this
end.

4.
In December, 1970, the former Council considered the response from the owners to
the proposal for contributions disappointing and, in View of the lack of support from
that quarter,
timer

5.

took the View that they could proceed no further with the matter at that

Following the unusually wet autumn and winter of l974/75, further signs of

movement have been recorded in the form of cracks in the carriageway of Encombe, with

resultant damage to the service pipes and cables, broadly confirming the Consultants‘
views that ground movements are related to rainfall and ground water levels.
6Shepway District Council has continued to employ the former Council’s Consultants
who are monitoring the situation and report thereon from time to time. They have

submitted a report dated 29th April, in which they draw attention to the recent

/Cont‘d....

Mr.
The person dealing with this maller on my behall is

..

B. Jenner
.. .

292
V,.. v ‘ .Exl ................

but all correspondence should be addressed impersonaliy to the Secretary and Solicitor (and the Box No. quoled).

unwind

evidence of ground movement in the area and they recommend that additional monitoring
equipment be instaﬂed subject to the consent of the various owners.
This recommendation was agreed by the Council on 18th June,

1975,

subject to the cost

not exceeding £1500, which had been allowed for in the 1975/76 Budget estimate.
7.
In their report the Consultants also recommended the desirability of carrying
out a scheme to obtain some improvement in the conditionsat Encombe and suggested
that the choice appeared to be between:—

(a) a deep interceptor drain with cut off wall (as previously suggested) or
(b) a system of well points to intercept the flow of water.
Since 1969 costs have generally increased by about 2.6 times and estimated
costs would now be:_
Well points with supplementary drainage
(including allowance for equivalent capital

cost of operation and maintenance)

£65,000

Deep interceptor drain with cut—off wall

£90,000

These figures, together with expenses already incurred by the Council and Consultants‘
‘ees which would, as mentioned above, be taken into account in calculating the total

of contributions expected by the Council, would raise the estimated total to £80,000 n
£105,000.
It appears that the well point scheme may be more favourable than the previously
proposed drain scheme.

8.
The Ministry has indicated that they would consider an application for grant
of approximately 40—45% on the balance of the estimated cost remaining after
contributions have been made by private interests.
‘4.
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be met by contributions as follows:—
£
10% Contributions by approx. 70 owners of properties
as in next paragraph

10,500

Voluntary Contributions by statutory and other
undertakers,

say

10,000

40/45% Grant by Ministry on the above remaining
balance,

say

50%, of remaining cost to be shared by Kent County
Council and Shepway District Council, say

38,000

46,500

£105,000

/Cont'd....

using

This letter is being addressed to

(i) the ratepayers of those properties where
(a) reductions in the rating assessments have been occurred
on the grounds of earth movement, or in respect of which
appeals for such reductions have been made on those grounds

and which have not yet been determined;
(b) they are structurally joined with such properties, or

(c) the owners have already agreed to make contributions
(ii)the owners of those building sites in the area that are available
for development
since these would seem to be the properties which would benefit from stabilisation

of the area.
(iii)the statutory bodies affected whose apparatus etc., was being frequently
by earth movementso
If the proposed works were to be carried out,

made i

any Local Land Charge enquiry

respect of your property would contain information to the effect that drainage

works had been carried out in accordance with Consultants advice to obtain some
improvements in the conditions at Encombe.
This would, I suggest, improve the value
of the property and make it more acceptable to a pOSSible purchasera

11.

I shall be obliged if you will kindly let me know if you are prepared to

contribute to the-expenses of the proposed works on the basis outlined above.

It will

obviously be necessary for you to consult other owners in the area and it would assist
matters if representatives of the Council could discuss the matter with the solicitors,
surveyors or other representatives of the owners‘
‘= due course.
12.
If you are not the owner of the dwelling, will you please pass this letter to
the owner or his agent"

Yours faithfully,

J, /&z¢£¢ $13?ng
Secretary & Solicitor.¢

THE
SANDGATE
SOCIETY
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Alﬁliatrd w '7 7
Kent Federation of Amy/lit)- Soar/fem~

Commit/(’9 for the l‘n'w'zrulion of Rural Arm
The (‘iru' Trus!

Hon. Treasurer

Chairman

Hon. Secretary

ore.B.l.nerr

Hre.R.E.Greeuwall

U.F.Gheplin

Committee ”ember for North movement: A.H.T.Todd,
5,

Encombe,

Sandgate,

Folkeotone.

Telephone Folkeetooe 58880.

Your ref:LGL/2/218.
R.G.Aﬂome, Eeo.,

9th December, 1971.

The Doowrtzent of the Environment,
hit; Chiill ,

Door

70116. on ,

5:) o '1'”; o l 0

Ar.3dwge,

MKFTH MOVEHENT. SAIDGATE
Thank you very much for your letters of joth movomber and 6th

December, 1071. I truet you have also rocelveo our letter of 14th
Voveﬁber with enclosures.
The Society felt when they wrote on the 4th toot tee applic—
ability of the Coast Protection Act 1949 was no longer at iesae and

their main pmrposo woe to raise the "other matters" mentioned in your
second paragraph.
hen you offered over toe telephone on 24th moveuber
to locate and read our letters we believed tmat if you relt unable to
odvieo on these other wrtters you woula ease the letters to the “ridut
ouerte?” mentioned on page three of our lo ter of too 4th—l.e. to the
canartucnt charged with advising the Minister in cases where it con—
siders enquiry is necessary in tic interests of local government.

In View of the fact that fifty owners were in favour of
suggesting coasideration of a Public Enquiry (See Question 4 on toe
ottmcheﬂ questionnaire) the Society would very much like to have toe
ajvropriote Deportnent's views and they would be grateful therefore
if you woulﬁ either pass on the correspondence or let tqem have tne
no 0 of the Depart eat coocerﬂeo so toot they may write direct.
In oomclueicm may I erpreee the Society's very real aegreoiation
your kindness in reading and replying to their various papers.

Yours very truly,

I; .1}: 01‘ OTODDI

Department of the Environment
Queen Annes Chambers
Tothill Street London SW1 H SKEJY
Telephone 01-930 4300 ext

A H T TOdd Esq

316

Your reference

5 Encombe
Sandgate
FOLESTONE
Kent

Our reference
LG1/Q/21 8
Date

3 mi. Jan/weary «3 72
Dear Mr Todd
EARTH MOVEMENT , SANDGATE

1.
Thank you for your letter of 9 December in which
you mention that your main concern is to get consideration
of a public inquiry into the question of the upkeep of
'
the 'Latham' drain.
2.
I have sought the views both of my colleagues in
the sewerage division and also of the Department's legal
advisers. Their View is that the question at issue is
not one which could be determined at a public local
inquiry. Whether the Folkestone Borough Council have a
legal liability to maintain the 'Latham' drain can be
decided only by the courts.
3.

You. may wish to consider, therefore, whether

your Society should take legal advice in the matter.
Yours sincerely

rye/W“
RGADAMS

TEE} DEB;L:€'ITE}3N"I‘ OF THE 31WIROW’FN’I‘

AﬁﬂﬁﬁyéVHW$VWﬂﬁM/Q¢¢/1W¢¢¢¢V
Whitehall, London 5 W1
01-950 4500 ext.
7
‘9
Our
“8f :

i
:
LGl/2/218

516:

~
6th December,
1971.

Dear up. Todd,
Earth Movement, Sandgate
I have now studied your letter of 4th November and the enclosed
documents.

I should, I think, make it clear that my professional function
in this matter is to apply and administer the Coast Protection Act
1949 insofar as it may be applicable to the situation at Sandgate
which you describe,
I have no function to advise upon or attemptin
resolve other matters, e,g. the problem of the Latham drain, except
I am afraid
insofar as it may be relevant to coast protection.
that you may find this rather frustrating, but nevertheless it is
only in this sphere that I am qualified to give you advice.

The Department consider that although drainage works could
properly be carried out by the Folkestone Borough Council under the
Coast Protection Act 1949 in order to safeguard the existing sea
defences at Sandgate from the effects of cliff movement, there is,
as a matter of engineering assessment, no present need to carry

The reason why works have
out such works solely for this purpose.
to save private properties
is
later,
than
rather
now,
been proposed
This is why the Folkestone Borough Council
from further damage.
have sought contributions from the property owners. were it not
for the danger to the properties, coast protection works would not
have been proposed to be carried out now, since from a purely coast
protection standpoint they are not yet necessary.
In this situation the Department would not be justified in
advising the council that their duties under the Coast Protection
Act 1949 require them to carry out the works as a matter of
urgency, or in suggesting to them that they should abandon the
claims for contributions which they themselves have evidently
It must remain a matter for the council
decided to be appropriate.
to decide how they should proceed, and we cannot intervene or
instruct them what to do.
I have noted the Various recommendations in the report which
It appears to us unlikely that any more
accompanied your letter.
detailed geophysical survey would show a need for the carrying
out of the comprehensive scheme of works outlined, either in pre=
ference to, or additional to, the drainage scheme which has already
I must repeat, however, that it is for
been agreed in principle.

the Folkestone Borough Council, as the coast protection authority,
to decide in the first instance what works should be carried out
and also when.

A. a or}, Todd, Esq”
5, Encombe,
Sandgate,
Folkestone,
Kent.

If you wish to pursue th
no matter? I think that you would be
well«advised to consult a solicitore However, I have no desire
to remain detached from your problem insofar as it has a bearing on
coast protectionj and if you feel that it would help you I am quite
ready to see you here by appointment,
I should? however, make it
clear that in.my View, no amount of discussion is going to alter
the essential nature of the position as I have explained it in
this letter.
Yours verv truly,

ﬁg W”
Re G. ADAMS

us“- b?-$

THE
SANDGATE
SOCIETY
A/ﬁ/iatcd m 2-—
Kem Federation of Amenity Societies
Commit/e2 for the I’rawn'uliun of Rural Ken!
The (‘irir Trust

Hon. Treasurer

H.B.Chaplin

Chairman

Hon. Secretary

Mrs.R.E.Greenwall

Mrs.B-A.Kerr

Committee Member for Earth Movement:
A.H.T.Todd,

5, Encombe, Sandgate.
Telephone Folkestone 38880.

4th November, 1971.
The Secretary of State for the Environment,
The Department of the Environment,

Whitehall, London, S.W.l.
Dear Sir,
EARTH MOVEMENT, SANDGATE
The Sandgate Society represents from amongst its members
some fifty house owners in Sandgate who are unable to sell their
houses because of a warning letter on earth movement issued to
prospective buyers' solicitors by Folkestone Council. As a member
of the Committee I have carried out research into the matter on
behalf of the Society and a report containing the results was passed

to the Town Clerk on 21st September, 1970. The Committee feel, how—
ever that, in view of the matters mentioned in the attached notes,
misunderstanding may still exist and they have directed me to write
to you as follows and to enclose a copy of the report, which I
attach.
The owners objection to paying the contributions towards a
Coast Protection Scheme demanded by the Council is based on the

fact that after the 1895 landslip, which affected half a mile of
Sandgate and not merely the 900ft to which the Council confine

their consideration, the Sandgate Local Board laid a deep drain
along the fault lines of the slip to prevent a recurrence and after

considering means of payment out of the rates including an Act of
Parliament accepted a donation to cover the cost from the Relief
Fund. The Fund had NOT been launched to pay for the drain but had

done much better than expected and the Trustees took the view that
if the cost of the drain were put on the rates the Fund would have
to help owners to pay the increased rates and therefore might as
well pay for the drain in the first place. This was done. The drain
was put in by the Local Board but no powers were taken over it and

it has not been maintained.

’Lf‘1§;b’g‘.2_,
(2)
When the development of Encombe began in the early 1960s the
Council after hearing on site the warnings of their engineer
stipulated a report by soil mechanics specialists. The two—year
old report which they accepted was addressed neither to them nor
the developers. It warned against building over 1895 cracks and
made eight references to the 1895 landslip and six references to
the consulting engineers' report of 1959 to the then owners of
Encombe. This last contained an alarming list of recent movement
at Encombe. The bare stipulation was quoted to a varying extent
on some search forms. When the consultants' report of 1967 was
received the Council felt obliged to make its contents known to
persons interested-i.e. to prospective buyers. Owners feel that
not to give equal publicity to both reports which, to a prudent
buyer, were equally alarming, was to favour the developers and
they further point out that the Council's building inspectors
allowed five houses to be built over 1895 cracks.
Correspondence with the local authority has been bedevilled
by their persistence in referring to the area as "the Encombe
Estate". The Town Clerk has supplied us with a map showing which
properties are subject to his warning letter and this shows clearly
that the fifty one houses involved are made up of nineteen new
houses ON Encombe and thirty one old or very old houses in the
village and NOT on Encombe. To bracket these under the heading
"Encombe Estate" suggests a large entity and perhaps a sole
interest and is totally misleading.
Briefly, the history of the recent development of Encombe is
as follows. A consortium of local builders bought Encombe house
and grounds, laid out the carriage ways and main sewers and then
sold off the land in individual building plots to private domestic
buyers with full permission to employ such architects and builders
as they chose. Only three or perhaps four houses were built by
members of the consortium "on spec". All the others were built
privately for their own occupation by persons who had bought plots.
The Society maintains they are "private interests" exactly as in—
tended to be defined in line 5 of paragraph 2 of Ministry of Hous—
ing and Local Government Circular No.4l/62 of 20th August, 1962,
that they are not substantial properties of the type identified
by the examples in paragraph 5 and that the only private and
commercial undertaking involved as a sole interest was the consortium of builders Whose interest ceased when they sold the land
and whoseliability under paragraphl6, if any, could not be trans—
ferred to private buyers without due entry in the Land Register.
On these grounds owners feel that they should not in equity
be asked to contribute to the cost of relaying the neglected drain
and that any local share of the cost should be met from the ratesthe source from which the cost of proper maintenance over the
years would have been met if it had been carried out.
In the circumstances summarised above and dealt with in detail
in the attached report the owners object on principle to being
asked to contribute and they point out that in any case the slip
they were asked to sign amounted to a blank cheque with no upward limit and no undertaking that further demands would not be

(5)
made in the future. They feel that as many of them are retired
folk with perhaps much of their resources tied up in houses they
can neither sell nor mortgage it is not just that they should
have to embark upon an astronomically expensive law suit in
order to make the local authority perform its duty and they
refuse to believe that, once the true facts are made known in
the right quarter, assistance will not be forthcoming to set
an end to their prolonged distress. As the Society said in their

letter of 12th November, 1970 to their M.P., Mr.Costain—
"The Society would draw your attention to the fact
that although some owners have suffered damage
to their properties amounting to perhaps one or
two thousand pounds, none have asked for compen—
sation. They seem content to ask for the relaying
of the drain without charge and the Society considers
this proof of reasonableness and costly realism."
I shall of course be happy to wait upon you as you may
direct.

Ymust

,

’
/

(—

/,,..

WI} :T”03313.

c

h 3 a (498?»
(1)
NOTES
The Town Clerk in his letter of 20th October, 1970 to owners
affected said at paragraph 4
"The Council consider that the total of such contributions
from individual owners should be 10% of the total cost of

the proposed works, together with costs already incurred
and consultants'

fees....."

and at paragraph 5

"The estimated cost of the works is not yet known. The
Council's consultants have referred (inter alia) to two
drainage schemes....one costing about £10,000...and the

other costing £35,000.
On 29th October, 1970 an owner wrote the Town Clerk asking if
the additional work outlined in paragraph 5 of the Ministry of
Housing and Local Government's letter of 25rd April, 1970 was
to be included in the work towards the cost of which the owners
would be expected to contribute 10%. The Town Clerk replied—

"...the Council regard the works suggested by Halcrows
and the Ministry as works necessary to improve the stability
of the land in the area and, in my view, expect the residents
to contribute towards the total of such costs..."

The Town Clerk in his letter of 6th November, 1970 to owners
affected said at paragraph ll—
"...the Council...sought further advice from Messrs. Halcrows,
who recommended the carrying out of a drainage scheme,
towards the cost of which the owners of the properties
benefitted, are now being asked to contribute."

and at paragraph 16—
"The appropriate committee of the Council will be meeting
on 25rd November next to consider replies to my letter to
you of 20th October. I shall therefore be glad if you will
kindly let me know by Monday, 16th November next, whether
you are prepared, in principle, to contribute to the cost
of the scheme as mentioned in my letter."

The slip attached for signature and return read"I agree/do not agree to contribute to the cost of a Coast
Protection scheme in accordance with the Town Clerk's
letter to me of 20th October, 1970."

The Ministry of Housing and Local Government's letter to the
Town Clerk of 23rd April, 1970 directed his attention to the
Council's powers with regard to seeking contributions~no more.
To page 2.

NOTES (Continued)

In paragraph 2 of the same letter the Ministry said-

"In the light ofl‘i‘ﬁfomation obtained by the Inspector..."
On his visit to the area on 14th January, 1970 the Inspector
did NOT view the southerly wing of the road called Encombe on
which were situated, with the possible exception of No.19 which
had severe damage in its terrace made good about that time, ALL
the new houses in the area which showed signs of damage. This
damage, clearly visible and obvious from the public footpath,
was serious, including as it didone house which had moved some
inches from its adjoining garden wall and another in which the ~.
paved area outside the front door sloped steeply into the porch
due to the house having sunk by a like amount. The Town Clerk
had given me to understand that he had asked for me to be allowed
to meet the Inspector, but the party did not call.

On 18th Au

st, 1970 the Highways and Watch Committee resolved

(Minute 58

that they

"..were in agreement with the Ministry of Housing and

Local Government that if a scheme were made under the Act,
the owners on the Encombe Estate should contribute to
the costs".
On 25rd September, 1970 the Ministry of Housing and Local
Government said in a letter to the Town Clerk, last paragraph—

"On the basis of the information given by the Council
it would seem reasonable that the property owners should
be asked to contribute..."

20th October, 1970 the Town Clerk said in a letter to owners
paragraph 5"The Ministry consider that it is reasonable that property
owners should be asked to contribute..."

6th November, 1970 the Town Clerk said in a letter to owners
paragraph 14—
"The Borough Council and the Ministry consider that it is
reasonable that the owners benefitted by the proposed
works, should contribute to the cost."

Afﬁliated m ' »—
Ken! Federalion of Amcmzy Societies
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THE GAS COUNCIL
59, BRYANSTON STREET
MARBLE ARCH, LONDON, WlA 2A2.
01—723 7030
FROM
SIR HENRY JONES, EBB.

CHAIRMAN

2 6th October , 19 71.

Dear Madam ,

I have received your letter dated 25th October,
but as all the matters which you mention about gas are
the concern of the South Eastern Gas Board I have sent
it to the Chairman of that Board, Mr. R.N. Bruce ,
at Katharine Street, Croydon, and have asked him to
write to you.
Yours faithfully ,

WW
Mrs. B.R. Kerr,
Hon. Secretary,
The Sandgate Society,
Somerville Lodge ,

Sandgate Esplanade ,
Folkestone , Kent.

ab; Bruno. is Cisiﬁﬁ—W
1‘

SOUTH

EASTERN GAS
K ATHARINE STREET
CROYDON
CR9 lJU

Tnlephona : 01 — 688 44.66

27th June ,

CHAIRMAN‘S 0mm:

1969 .

1
Dear Mrs. Rene—Martin,
I am afraid your letters have
fallen between tw0 stools as they were
addressed to the South Eastern Gas Board
Our
at the Gas Council's address.
address is of course as above.

It is quite true to say that
we have had a number of incidents in
the particular area of Sandgate to which
I think it would be fair to
you refer.
say that they are more than normal and
could be attributed to ground movement.

Figures of incidents since January,
are:—

1966,

10 fractures.
20 leaking joints.

Yours sincerely,

ﬂ”
’.
\

Mrs,L.Rene-Martin,

Flat J,
h, Oxford & Cambridge Mansions,
Old Marylebcne Road,
N.W.1.

oeS/t/w—mfxc‘m » / <

/

SOUTH EASTERN GAS BOARD
KATHARDUISTREET
CHQOYTHDN
CR9 1JU

Tebphone201-688 4466

CHMRMANS OFHCE

28th October, 1971.

Dear Mrs. Kerr,
As you know,
Gas

Council,

Sir Henry Jones,

has passed

Chairman of the

to me your letter of

the 25th

October.
I In the summer of 1969,

at the request of

Mrs.Rene—Martin, we provided her with some figures on
incidents of fractures and gas leaks in Sandgate.

Frankly I am not clear as to why you have
written to our Industry, as I think you will agree that
when leaks have been identified in any part of our Area
we take immediate steps to rectify them, ani I am sure

that this has been done in the case of those which have
been reported to us in Sandgate.
»
s
I am sorry that the Folkestone Corporation have
not

accepted

the

suggestions of your Society as

to how

earth movement should be dealt with, but I do not see
how we

can help you in this matter.
I

Yours

sincerely,

/C% /V. :\ 7ch

Mrs. B.A. Kerr,
Hon.Secretary,
The Sandgate Society,
Somerville Lodge,
Sandgate Esplanade,

Folkestone, Kent.

SQCEETY
A/jllialt’u' {U

_

Ken! Federation nj' Ame/lily Socit'lies
Committee for the I'mwrruliun of Rural Km!
7711' (‘I‘rl‘t‘ Tl'usr

Hon. Treasurer

Chairman

H.B.Chaplin.

Hon. Secretary

Mrs.R.E.Greenwall.

Mrs.B.A.Kerr.

Committee Member for Earth Movement:
A.H.T.Todd,

5, Encombe, Sandgate.
Telephone Folkestone 38880.

28th January, 1972.

R.N.Bruce, Esq.,
Chairman,
South Eastern Gas Board,

Katharine Street, Croydon, CR9 lJU.
Dear Sir,

EARTH MOVEMENT, SANDGAPE
Further to our letter of 25th October last to Sir Henry

Jones, passed by him to you, we now enclose Ex.lOl/13 and Ex.lOl/14
giving details of subsequent Public Utility failures.
You will note that these include four further gas escapes.
The Society has always felt that in view of the cracking
of the ground and of concrete floors and the cavitation which
result from the movement which causes the escapes sooner or later
an escape with serious consequences must occur. Incident No.71
would seem to indicate that these fears are well founded.

V
@
Yours truly, W yﬁ
I
/ ‘
‘3...

2:1:le .‘l‘ODD.
Copied for information to:
A.P.Costain, Esq., M.P.

The Town Clerk, Folkestone.

SOUTH

EASTERN

GAS

BOARD

KATHARINE STREET
CROYDON
CR9 1JU
Tvlephone : 01 - 688 4466

(HAmMAwsommE

Dear Mr,

Blst

January,

Todd,

Thank you for your letter of
the 28th January giving further details
3f earth movements at Sandgate.
Yours

sincerely,

l/(g/‘x/é 3’“ ca,

(,/

A.H.T. Todd,
5, Encombe,
Sandgate,
Kent.

Esq.,

/

1972.

From

ALBERT P. COSTAIN, M.P.

HOUSE OF COMMONS
LONDON, SW1

October 28th, 1971
Dear Mrs. Kerr

9

Thank you for sending me a copy of your
letter to the Chairman of the Gas Council.
I was not aware of the cracked gas mains
but after all the trouble I took to persuade the
local authority to take action about the earth
movement at Sandgate, it is a matter of regret to
me that those most affected were not prepared to
pay what I considered to be a reasonable contribution
to safeguard their properties.

jgmrs sincerely,

LA ’ ﬂ/
.

Mrs. B. A. Kerr,;”
Hon. Secretary,
The Sandgate Society,
Somerville Lodge,
Sandgate Esplanade.
Folkestone, Kent.
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The Society understand that Mr. Costain has copied his letter of 9th November to all house—

holders concerned and they feel obliged therefore to do the same with their reply.~ They
feel that their circular of 10th November still applies.
SANDGATE SOCIETY
Somerville Lodge,
Sandgate.
n
C‘
12th Novembel, 1J7O-

l Dear Mr. Costain,
Earth Movement, Sandgate

Your letter of 9th November, 1970 has been placed before the Committee and I am

instructed to reply as follows.
The Society seek to point out to the authorities the moral justice of the claim that the
drain should be re-laid at no cost to the owners who have suffered. They feel that the
Coast Protection Act 1949 and Ministry of Housing & Local Government Circular No.41/62 of

20th August, 1962 provide the authorities with the means of doing so and they have been
given no explanation by either the Town Clerk or the Ministry of how any request for
contributions from small private interests can be considered appropriate under section 5
of the above circular. The Society would draw your attention to the fact that although
some owners have suffered damage to their properties amounting to perhaps one or two
thousand pounds, none have asked for compensation. They seem content to ask for the
relaying of the drain without charge and the Society considers this proof of reasonableness
and costly realism.
As regards your third paragraph, I am afraid we must contradict you here. Aiter our
representatives had met you on the 18th of September, a Friday, they took the first
opportunity to call at the Civic Centre, on Monday 21st September, and they saw hr. Salt,
the Deputy Town Clerk. It was suggested to him that discussions between.representatives
of owners, bearing a proper written mandate signed by each owner, and a small number of
representatives of the Local Authority might well be more profitable than another of the
meetings with all owners present such as had been held on three previous occasions. Thu
Salt agreed. The Society‘s representatives left with the definite impression.that they
had made very clear indeed their desire to co—operate and to make a genuine effort to get
the matter finally settled. Nothing further whatsoever was heard from the Council until
21st October when an owner gave to the Society a copy of the Town Clerk's letter of
20th October. This was NOT copied to the Society.
The Society were disappointed that their approach to the Council had been ignored by
the Town Clerk and that he had made no mention of it in his letter. They were surprised
to see that this letter did not invite general discussion of the scheme as a whole but
instead dictated terms under which owners must pay 10% of the total cost of the "proposed
works". This total was stated to be £35000 plus. The Town Clerk did not mentibn whether
the cost of the Ministry's suggestions in the third and fourth paragraphs of their letter

of 23rd April, 1970 (Ref.LG1/Q/153) relating to beach—feeding and the possibility of the
Council's taking over the Latham drain which extends some 1600 ft to the west of the
Encombe estate were to be included in the total cost. Clearly such works could push the
cost up to very much more than the £55000 mentioned. There was no undertaking that the
proposed contribution would be a "once and for all" payment and no mention of any upward
limit.
The Society could not have attended discussions of any sort without first obtaining
a proper mandate and Mr. Salt fully endorsed this View, but in View of the terms of the
Town Clerk's letter of 20th October making clear as it did that discussions were to be
concerned only with the machinery of payment, the Society felt it must first obtain an
indication of how many owners were prepared to contribute. If the number proved to be
small the Society would clearly have no mandate to discuss methods of apportioning
contributions.

Three degrees of willingness to pay were incorporated and the wording

was chosen in a deliberate attempt to be honest and fair. As you had expressed doubts
as to the credentials of our representatives on September the 18th, the opportunity was
taken to include questions designed to ascertain owners' views on the approach to yourself.
As you will see from the results, owners were not afraid to state their views and the
Society considers the figures of value. No pressure either way was brought to bear on
owners.
The Society acted in good faith in seeking to carry out your requirements regarding

sincere discussions with the Council and they emphatically deny that they ignored your
advice. They are unable to see how the answers to their questions can be regarded as a
foregone conclusion. They show that only three people are prepared to pay now, that/#7..°

_ 2 _
47 wish the matter contested and that 31 would sooner not have the drain than pay. The
very fact that 16 said they would pay if all action failed seems to the Committee to
indicate that owners have given thought to the questionnaire and have not been swayed by
heriocs. If you feel the answers to questions 5 & 4 concerning yourself are a foregone
conclusion then steps will have to be taken to have owners express their wishes in a
manner acceptable to you.
On the additional questions you suggest we comment as follows:1. Had the owners been kept advised of the progress of negotiations appropriate credit
would have been unnecessary. They and.the Society were kept totally in the darkSE)
2. Of the more than sixty houses affected some fortybtwo were built long before the
N.H.B. Registration Scheme cameinto being.

As regards insurance most owners had not been

told of the risk of earth movement and so had no reason to query the matter with their
insurers. When the movement began in October, 1966 insurance companies asked to cover
refused point blank on any terms. One well—known company's printed standard polity
contains under contingencies covered relating to buildings "Storm, Tempest & Flood
excluding destruction or damage by Subsidence or Landslip."
3. The Society is glad to have your opinion that it is essential that remedial work is

put in hand at the earliest possible moment but feel that to ask such a question of
owners, 51 of whom have been for three years unable to sell their houses because of the

Town Clerk's warning letter and who have during that period lived in some fear for their
personal safety would indeed have produced an answer that was a foregone conclusion.
With regard to the second part of your suggested question, many owners had already
commented most forcibly on this obvious flaw in the scheme and in view of the clear
warning given in our question 10 the Society did not feel it was necessary to labour
the point.
The Society has been instructed by fifty—one owners of preperties in your
constituency to approach you and ask you to obtain justice for them by having
contributions waived.
They have also been instructed by fifty owners of preperties in your
constituency to ask you to consider pressing the Minister to hold a public enquiry into
all Local Authority actions since the Sandgate Local Board/Urban District Council laid
their drain.
I must therefore ask whether you are prepared to recognise the Society's mandate
in these matters andif you are not I must ask you to state for the benefit of those
owners what steps they must take in order to bring their grievance to your notice in a
manner acceptable to you.
Yours sincerely,

(Mrs. ) B.A. Kerr.
Hon. Secretary.
CEbwners are well aware of the facts and consider that being relieved
of 90% of an unjust demand does not make a demand fbr the remaining
16% just. To have drawn their attention to the point again would
have been to advise expediency. The Society has tried not to
advise.
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THE CHHC CENTRE
FGLKESTUNEA

voun Rain;
MY nun:

TC/C/319/1/4

15th December,
N

1970

C. SCRAGG. LL,M.
BOLICITOR
TOWN CLERK
CLERK or THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221
(STD 0303)

Dear Sir or_Madam,
Earth Movement:

Encombe,

Sandgate

With reference to my letter to you of 6th November last, replies have
been received from 8 persons agreeing, in principle, to contribute;
14 persons who have refused to contribute and 30 persons who have stated
that they are unable to reply until they know the expenditure in which
they will be personally involveda
20 persons have not replied.
This matter has been considered by the appropriate Committee of the
Council who are disappointed at the response from the owners.
The Council feel that they have acted reasonably throughout the
whole matter and consider that it is regrettable that there is so little

support from the owners.
At the Council meeting on 9th December,

the Council decided that, in

View of the lack of support from the vast majority of the owners in the
Encombe area,

it can proceed no further with the matter at this stage.

Yours faithfully,

ﬂL/VWWK
Town Clerk.

//

A.H.T. Todd,

Esq.,

5 Encombe.

The person dealing with this matter 20):me is ....... the. Town

Cletk.

,

AH correspondence to be addressed to the Town CHerk

“ego“
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THE CIVIC CENTRE,
FOLKESTONE.
MY REF.: TC/C/319/1/4

6th November, 1970
N.C.SCRAGG.LLM
SOLICITOR

TOWN CLERK
CLF‘RK or THE PEACE
TELEPHONE: 55221
(STD 0303)

Dear Sir/Madam,
re

Earth Movement at Sandgate

1.
My attention has been drawn, by the Sandgate Society, to a questionnaire
and to a document entitled "Concise History of Earth vaement, Sandgate"
published and circulated to you by the Society.
2.

I should point out to you that the Council do not accept many of the

statements contained in the ”history" which they regard as incorrect and
misleading.
3.

The Council are well aware that in 1893 there was a serious major

earth movement which destroyed several properties in Sandgate.
There was
a national appeal by the Lord Mayor of London and, out of the funds raised,

a land drain was laid by the then Sandgate Local Board in the Encombe area.
Strictly, the Local Board had no statutory power to do this, but clearly,
because of the emergency, the work was carried out, presumably, with the con—

sent of the owners of the land in which the land drain was laid.

4.

Neither the Sandgate Local Board nor its successors, the Sandgate Urban

District Council and the Folkestone Borough Council had any powers to maintain

the drain which, presumably, was repaired from time to time by the owners of
the lands through which it ran.
5.
The land at Encombe was and still is defined in the Folkestone TOwn Map
of the statutory Kent Development Plan prepared by the Kent County Council
(the Local Planning Authority) under the Town and Country Planning legislation

for primarily residential and thus suitable for housing development.
6.
Prior to about 1960, the land, together with Encombe House, was owned
by the Abbey National Building Society, but about that time, they sold the
property to Dr. Leader who (presumably because he wished to develop the 12nd)

requested a firm of eminent Consulting Engineers, Sir William Halcrow & Partners,

The person dealing with this matter Eﬁiﬁyibélimms .........”13...:IQFVQVCleﬁk
All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk

,.

”Ext. 2,02,,

2.

to advise on the question of development of the land for housing purposes.
Briefly, Messrs. Halcrows advised that the land was suitable, but recommended
that houses should not be constructed on or near to the lines of the 1893
landslip.
They also pointed out that continual gradual movements were taking
place at Encombe.
7.
About 1962, the property was purchased by the Land and Property Development Company (Folkestone) Limited who obtained, presumably from Dr. Leader or his
agents, Halcrows’ report.
The Company laid out building plots on the land

and, in the course of development removed a considerable quantity of earth from
one part of the site to another.
This was done without the consent of the
Council and it is incorrect to state that the Council allowed this.
There

is no power to insert an entry in the land charges register in this respect
as is suggested in the "History".
8.
The Council gave planning permission for development of the site,
having had the opportunity of reading Messrs. Halcrows' report to Dr. Leader.
This report belonged to Dr. Leader or the Company (not Messrs. Halcrow) and
the Council were not entitled to give copies of it to a householder at Encombe
or to other persons.
But there was nothing to prevent such persons from
seeking to obtain copies from Dr. Leader or the Company or their agents.

9.
The Council were not entitled to refuse planning permission for the
development of the land, having regard to the Development Plan°
In fact,
because the Council wished to provide an open space on the Estate,

they were

required to purchase three building sites at building cost with the aid of
Government grant.

10.
One matter seems not to be generally recognised and apparently is not
accepted by the Sandgate Society, is that a prospective purchaser of a house
has the onus of satisfying himselfwhether there are any physical defects in
the property or the land on which it is built as well as with regard to other
If he does not do this, he takes the risk of
matters such as title, etc.

there being_defects in the property.
Virtually, all the houses on the Estate are constructed with strengthened
foundations which clearly shows that the builders and the architects were well

aware of the possibility of earth movements.
11.
About three or four years ago, there were earth movements on the Encombe
Estate.
The Council were under no obligation whatever either legal or moral,
to take any action in the matter.
However, in the interests of the residents
in the area, they considered that they ought to seek the advice of Messrs.
Halcrows.
Since that time, as you know, the Council have also arranged for
test borings to be carried out and sought further advice from Messrs. Halcrows,
who recommended the carrying out of a drainage scheme, towards the cost of

3.

which the owners of the properties benefitted,
contribute.

are now being asked to

12.
The Council had no power after the issue of planning permission, to
compel the building company at their own expense, to consult Messrs. HalcrOWS

in 1967 and to pay for the cost of the bore—holes and the cost of the
scheme as the "History" suggests.

13.

'

In 1968, the Council, following advice from the Ministry of Agriculture,

suggested that the Kent River Authority should prepare a land drainage scheme
under the Land Drainage Acts.
The Solicitor for the Sandgate Society sub—
sequently suggested that the River Authority should declare Sandgate, or part
of it, to be an Internal Drainage District, which would have involved the
setting up of an Internal Drainage Board who would have levied a drainage
rate against the owners and occupiers in the whole of the district.
Either
scheme would nave involved considerable and compulsory expenditure for the
owners and occupiers in respect of the construction of the drain and its

subsequent maintenance.
The Ministry of Agriculture and the River Authority
were not in favour of the scheme.
One of the Engineers of the Ministry of
Agriculture and the Engineer to the River Authority (not the Society) sug—
gested the possibility of the work being carried out under the Coast Protection
Act — the appropriate Ministry being the Ministry of HOUSing and Local
Government.
This Ministry (who had originally stated that they could find
no statutory authority under which the problem at Encombe could be solved)
have now agreed to consider a proposal to carry out the work under the Coast
Protection Act.
Under this Act, conSiderable costs would be met by the general body of
ratepayers and taxpayers through grants from the Ministry, the County Council
and further expenditure by the Borough Council.

14.
The Borough Council and the Ministry consider that it is reasonable
that the owners benefitted by the proposed works, should contribute to the
cost.
In coming to this conclusion, account was taken of the circular issued

by the Ministry in 1962 abolishing compulsory coast protection charges.
15.

The Society‘s statement in its "History" that "the Corporation consider

the whole area, from the east end of the Undercliff to beyond *Sunnyside'
to be dangerous”, is untrue.
The conditions imposed on planning permissions
granted in that area are simply designed to ensure that properties shall have
properly designed f0undations and that adjoining properties will not be
affected by the development.
16.
The appropriate Committee of the Council will be meeting on 23rd November
next to consider replies to my letter to you of 20th October.
I shall therefore
be glad if you will kindly let me know by Monday. 16th November next, whether
you are prepared, in principle, to contribute to the cost of the scheme

as mentioned in my letter.

For this purpose, I shall be glad if you will

kindly complete the attached note and return it to me by the above date.
If I do not hear from you by 16th November, I shall assume that you do
not wish to contribute to the cost of the scheme and report accordingly.

Yours faithfully,

. «zf’umwwa
Town Clerk.

TO

The Folkestone Borough Council
Civic Centre,
Folkestone.

Earth Ebvement at Sandgate —
Coast Protection Act, 1949

* I agree/do not agree to contribute to the cost of a coast protection
scheme in accordance with the Town Clerk's letter to me of 20th October,

Signed ...
Address ....u

* Please delete as necessary.

1970.

EARTH MOVEMENT, SANDGATE
COMMENTS ON
TOWN CLERK'S LETTER OF 6.11.70
Line 2 "several properties". 68 were damaged, 2h beyond repair.
Line 4 "..a..drain was laid in the Encombe area."
The whole 1893 slip area
was drained.

This was some 2500 ft. wide.

The Encombe estate is 900 ft.

wide°
The drain protected some 1600 ft. outside Encombe.
Line 5 They should have taken powers.
Line 3 Drain was laid in places at depth of 23 ft.
it needed repair or repair it?

How could owners either know

It should NOT have been so defined.

Dr. Leader wished to develOp as a holiday camp & consulted Halcrows on
the siting of 8 or 9 chalets - not on "the question of development of the
land for housing purposes".
Lines 2 & 3. mr. Scragg does not say why five houses WERE built over the lines
of‘ the 1893 slip.
The property was purchased by Land & Property Devt.Co., on 29th September,
1960 — NOT "about 1962".
As is clear from the Town Clerk's para 3 line 1, the Council knew of the
obvious dangers of earth moving on Encombe. As they failed to detect and
stop the movement of 8000 tons in the wrong direction when they should
have done so it is fair to say they allowed it.
Line 7 The History did not suggest the movement of earth should have been entered

on the Register. It said that a note of owners liability to contribute to
the relaying of the U.D.C. drain should have been put on the Register.
Lines 1 & 2. ”his was because they had ignored the 1893 landslip when drawing up
the Development Plan.
Line 3 Our understanding of the position is that, the Council having put a Tree
Preservation order on the area, they were required to buy these plots.
The Town Clerk clearly has doubts about the onus being on a prospective
purchaser or he would not, in December 1967, have begun issuing his warning
letter to prospective buyer's solicitors stating that the Council had
"Received from Consulting Engineers a report on the ground movements in
the Sandgate area with particular reference to the Encombe Estate
Development." He does not explain why in 1963 when he was in possession
of Halcrows report of 26th April, 1960 (on which Planning Permission for
the Encombe development was based) with its vital warning against building
on or near to the lines of the 1893 landslip and its mention of continual

gradual movement (see his letter, page 2, lines 3 & 4) he did not pass on
to buyers a warning as to 332 contents.
Para 11

Those reading the History will reach their own conclusion as to moral
liability.

Line 3 "..in the interests of the residents.."

If this was so, why did they

not first consult the residents?
And why did they not implement their
own resolution when the 1967 report came out, to inform residents of its
contents?
Page 3 Line 1 The properties will not be "benefitted". They will merely be restored to
approximately the value they had befbre they Were affected by the results
of the Council's neglect both of their own drain & of their duty to
supervise a development in such a dangerous area.
Para 12

This baldly states the Corporation had no powers and does not answer the
reasoned argument at the foot of page 1 of the History. Halcrows
suggestion in the 1960 report that they should be consulted in the event
of any increase in the rate of ground movement was clearly a condition of
the permission and this being so the Council were obliged to make the
developers pay and had no power to charge the 1967 consultation and the
bore holes forming part of it to the rates. There might seem to be here
a case for surcharge of the persons responsible.
/Para13...

_ 2 _
Society's Counsel stated "The expense of an internal drainage board may
be not out of a special drainage rate, or they may, by agreement, be met
by an amount CONTRIBUTED BY THE LOCAL AUTHORITY equal to the special

rate".

(Land Drainage Act, 1961. Section 25).

The TOWn Clerk does not explain how twenty owners on Encombc and some
ferty outside Encombe can be considered appropriate contributors in the
light of the examples quoted by him in his letter of 20th October last,
para 2.
The Town Clerk denies that the Corporation consider most of Sandgate
unsafe. Why then do the following appear in the Minutes on "Latchgate",
Sunnyside Road?

15.1.69. "To what extent the development is likely to affect the
overall stability of the slipped ground in the vicinity and..."
19.5.69.

"The Town Clerk ... reminded the Committee of their concern

that any development on the site should not be adversely affected by
the soil conditions which were known to exist in that area".

and "... the applicants were just as anxious as the Committee were

that the proposed development should not be adversely affected by
the soil conditions resulting from the landslip at Sandgate in 1895".
The Minutes quoted in the History regarding the proposed development in
the Undercliff refer to
"such other works ... as may be necessary in relation to the site
and the adjacent roads, lands, buildings including those in the
Undercliff, the Crescent, Cough Road and Sandgate High Street".

From the Undercliff to the nearest point in Gough Road is 600 ft. and to
Sandgate High Street about 450 ft. The whole of the centre of Sandgate
is clearly thought by the Councillors to be at risk from this development.

When the Society says as much, the Town Clerk lumps the many properties
in this large area under the title of "adjoining properties" and declares
that the Society's statement is untrue.
The Town Clerk makes no mention of the two missing volumes of the

Sandgate Local Board/Urban District Council Minutes.
--oOo--

The Facts

The area of Sandgate, Kent has been liable to

landslips for centuries.

In 1893 there occurred a

major landslip, as a result of which works were carried
out to prevent a recurrence.

.1

These works constituted

1

a main drain of a roughly arced-shape with five

smaller drains leading the water collected to outfalls
on the beach.

The works were carried out under the

aegis of the Sandgate Local Board, though it appears
that the cost was met by puhlic appeal.

Further minor

slips and cracks in the ground occurred between 1893

and 1966.

In 1962 planning permission was granted for'
‘

the residential development of land known as the
Encombe Estate.

Development proceeded from 1963.

Further land movements occurred on the estate, which
At that

was by that time developed, in December 1966.

time and subsequently cracking and fracturing affected
the properties in the development, and apprehension

is felt at the possibility of a more serious landslip.
Four reports are available from Sir William Halcrow
and Partners, compiled in 1959, 1960, 1967 and

January 1969 respectively.

The 1967 report (page 5)

recommended a limited site investigation.
been carried out.

That has

It is apparent from the 1969

I

report, which draws on the results of the investigation:-

(a)

that the instability is caused by the drainage

properties of the various beds of the soil;

(b) that'

the best remedy would be the .construction of a deep

interceptor drain at a cost of £35, 000;

( ¢) that

some improvement could be effected by the construction
of a shallower interceptor drain at a cost of‘£15,000;

(d) that the remedy is inprinciple similar to that
adopted in 1893.u

V

V

,

The Issues,

I propose to advise on the following issues 5
seriatim:-

(1)

Has any public authority a duty to effect
the remedial works?

(2)

Have the resident householders any cause of
action against the developers of the
Encombe Estate?

‘ Have the resident householders any cause of
action against the Folkestone Borough Council
who granted planning permission for the

development?

Issue

1

The basis of the modern lay of land drainage in

'England and Wales is the Land Drainage Act 1930,
which repealed a series of earlier general Acts

going back to the reign of Henry VIII.~ The Act of
1930 has been amended and supplemented by the River

.m

Boards Act 1948 (now replaced by the Water Resources

Act 1963) and the Land Drainage Act 1961.
The public authorities having statutory

responsibility for land drainage are the following:-l
(a)

The Ministers of Housing and Local Government

and of Agriculture who have joint supervisory and.

default powers;

(b) The River Boards constituted

under the Act of 1948.

River Boards took over the

functions of catchment area boards under the Act of

1930.

By virtue of s.5 of the Water Resources Act

1963 the functions of River Boards under the Act of
1948 as regards land drainage were.transferred to the
river authorities established under that Act.

Under

Schedule I the Kent River Authority took over the
functions of the Kent River Board for the area.in

questionj

(0)

Internal Drainage Beards set up within

the area of a river authority.

(d)

Local Authorities.

I will_deal in this paragraph-with the relevant

functions of the Kent River Authority.
The Authority has power under s.34(l) of the Act
of 193Q to naintain and improve any existing drainage
I works and to construct new drainage works required for'
the drainage of their area;

However; that subsection

authorises work by the Authority in.relation to the
‘main river only.

It would not, therefore. seem

appropriate to the present works.

By virtue of

8.2(4) of the Act of 1930 the_expression "main river"

means the river to which the drainage of a river
authority is directed.

Section 30 of the Act of 1961 permits the

Authority to make a scheme for the drainage of the
land and to execute it.

The expenses of the scheme are

recoverable_from the holders of the land to which it'
relates:

s.30(10).

The expenses of‘

the scheme

must not exceed £20 per acre improved, though the
Minister of Agriculture may Waive this limit in cases

of urgency in the public interest:

s.30(4)(c), (ll). 2

.I understand from my instructions that the Authority
are reluctant to implement a scheme under 8.30; even

though they will not bear its costs;‘ One reason for
their reluctance is that the scheme would be different
from their usual land drainage functions.

.The terms

"drainage" and "drainage works" are not statutorily
defined but in my opinion drainage which prevents the

paccumulation of undersoil water is as much drainage
within the meaning of the Act as drainage which prevents
surface water accumulations.

If the Authority refuse

to implement a scheme'under's.30 a complaint may be

made to the Ministers (see paraz3, supra) who may
hold a local inquiry and may direct the Authority
to perform its functions:
8.108.

‘Water Resources Act 1963,

There is probably no internal drainage board for'-

the district constituted under 3.1 of the Act of 1930
or constituted under the Land Drainage Act 1861 and

0 continued under s.1(3) of the Act of 1930.

However,

Catchment Boards under s.4(l)(b) of the Act of 1930
were required to submit schemes for constituting new
internal drainage districts and their boards.

That

function was transferred to River Boards by virtue of
3.4 and Sch.'3, para. 3 of the River Boards Act 1948;

I

By virtue of 8.5 of the Water Resources Act 1963

the function now devolves on the Kent River Authority.

Further, para. 6(1) of Schedule 3 to the Water
Resources Act 1963 provides that 5.4 of the Act of 1930
has effect as if it empowered a river authority at any
time to submit a scheme and required such an

I

authority to submit a scheme when so directed by the

Minister of Agriculture.

It is, therefore, clear that

the Kent River Authority can submit a scheme for the
constitution of Sandgate as an'internal drainage
district with an internal drainage board.

This is of

‘ crucial importance since the power to construct new

drainage works under s.34(l)(c) of the Act of 1930,
which, as mentioned in para. 4 supra, is confined
to the main river in the case of the River Authority
is not so confined in the case of an internal drainage
board.

An internal drainage board is itself a drainage

board for-the purposes of 3.34.

In my opinion the best course open to the Sandgate ,
I Society is to press for the creation of an internal
drainage district for Sandgate.
appears to justify it.

The landslip problem

.I note that under s.l(5) of

the Act of 1930 the districts to be constituted as
drainage districts were to be such districts as would
derive benefit or avoid danger as a result of drainage
operations, a wording which would apply exactly to
Sandgate.

Pressure could be brought on the Minister of ,1

Agriculture to‘make a direction.under Schedule 3, para.
6 of the Water Resources Act 1963 failing‘ the co-es

operation of the Kent River Authority, and no doubt"
Mr. Deedes would be willing to assist here.

The .

'creation of an internal.drainage district is any
alternative to the procedure under 5.30 of the Act of.
1961.

The expenses of an internal drainage board may be,

met out of a special drainage rate, or they may, by
agreement, be met by an amount constributed by the

local authority equal to the special rate.

This

latter course was adopted in Schwehr v Gibbard (1961)
h 8 R.R.C. 123. a

"

,

.

The functions of local authorities have been

enlarged by the Land Drainage Act 1961.

Under s.34 of

that Act councils of county boroughs and county districts
may exercise the powers conferred on drainage boards
by 8.34 of the Act of 1930 for the purpose of
preventing flooding or remedying or mitigating any

damage caused by flooding.

That wide power would be

.apt to cover many of the difficulties caused by bad
land drainage.

Flooding is not defined in the Acts

of 1961 or of 1930.

I would expect it to be confined

'to surface water flooding and nqt to cover the
present problem of saturation of the subsoil.

I
Ihe

provisions of 8.34 can be brought to the attention of
the Borough Council, but there appears to be no pbwer
in that Authority to carry out the necessary work.
I should add that under s.30 of the Land Drainage Act
'l96l the county Council, like the Kent River Authority,
has power to initiate a scheme.

It would be more

appropriate for a drainage scheme to be carried out by
the River Authority but in the last resort there is power '

.for the local authority to do it;itself.

I should mention that the functions I have .
outlined are in the main permissive powers rather than

mandatory duties, e.g. s.34 of.the Act of 1930. ‘It is
established that when a statutory authority is

'

entrusted with a mere power it cannot be made liable
. fer any damage sustained by a member of the public by
reason of a failure to exercise the power, a principle
~:_that was_applied to Catchment Boards in East Suffolk

Rivers Catchment Board v Kent £1941] AtC.74.

There is

liability for the breach of a positive duty by a
drainage authority:

.

see Rippingdale Farms Ltd. v

Black Sluice Internal Drainage Board [1963] 3 All E.R.

726 where the duty of an internal drainage board
I was regulated-by a local Act of 1765.
l

Finally on Issue (1), I should mention a source
of confusion which may have arisen.-

Certain of the

cases helpfully cited in my instructions turn on the‘
provisions of the Public Health Acts. on the vesting'
in local authorities of drains and sewers.

It is a ‘

basic principle of both sewers and drains, as under-

stood in the Public Health Apes,- that they should be
designed or used to drain constructed objects such as

roads and buildings, as distinct from land itself.
This is clear from the definitions of "drain" and

"sewer"' in .s. 343 (l) of the Public Health Act 1936, and

see Shepherd v Croft [1911] l Ch.,521, in which it
was held that a natural watercourse which had been
piped was not a sewer. .I do not think that any helpz
Ican be gained from public health legislation in the

present case.‘

Issue

2

In my opinion no liability can be established by
the owners against the developers of the land.

The

letter from Sir William Halcrow and Partners of the

23rd October 1967 states that it would not be possible
to state definitely whether the earthworks carried out

by the development did, or did not; give rise to ground
displacements.

In the absence of an express covenant

"or guarantee there would be no liability under the
contract of sale, nor in the circumstances would an 5
action in negligence be feasible.

10.

Issue

§§2

I have before me a copy of a planning permission,

dated the 18th September 1962 for the construction of
new estate roads and sewers which is conditional on a
report by soild mechanics specialists being furnished‘
to the planning authority.

There is‘an earlier

..

permission dated the 20th March 1962 for a residential
development of the Encombe Estate which has no such condition.

The planning authority considered the 1960

report of Sir William Halcrow in accordance with the
condition.

'In my opinion no liability can be,

established against the planning authority.

Any

liability would have to be framed in negligence.

The

liability involves the proposition that in law a local
planning authority owers a duty of care to future
purchasers of property in respect of which they issue
a planning permission.

I do not regard that as a

proposition that would be tenable before the courts.

Furthermore, even if an action could be framed there‘
is no evidence of negligence in fact.

The planning

authority required and considered an expert report,
the gist of which was that residential development
could proceed.
negligently.

I cannot see that they behaved

Conclusion

This is an unusual case in which it is not easy

to be dogmatic.

I suggest that a copy of this advice

is shown to the local authority so that it can be
compared with the opinion obtained by the Corporation

1 from the Association of Municipal Corporations.
Nevertheless I feel that the following broad conclusions
may be drawn.

(1)

As far as action by public bodies is concerned,
the most appropriate action to pursue is-to‘

press for either (a) the establishment of an
internal drainage board and the execution

by it of works under 5.34 of the Land Drainage
Act 1930;

(b) a scheme under $.39 of the

Land Drainage Act 1961.

In both cases the

expense of the works has ultimately to be
borne by the public.

Howeveri an advantage'

of the former course being adapted from the

'

viewpoint of the inhabitants of Encombe is'
that the expense can be more widely spread
. by a special drainage rate as suggested in
paragraph 5, supra.

I consider it most unlinely that any liability
could be established against the developers of
the estate or against the local planning authority.

17th March, 1969.

-
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I appreciate that certain owners may have suffered damage and feel entitled
to compensation, but as the drain was on private property, there is little doubt

that a claim for compensation could not be brought against the local authority.
The Valuation Deparw ent of the Inland Revenue have acknowledged the loss of value
in some instances byagreeing to a reduction in the rateable Value.
I was, of course, aware of your meeting with Mr. Salt on September 18th.
I
th-ink you must appreciate, howefer, that in connection with this matter it was
ng
ht for the Council to communicate directly w‘th the owners,
ho would then be
in a position to make up their own minds whether or not they wistied the Society
or 01 he‘ adviser to re_ resent them.
I think that this is _pe
erfe ctly understandable,
having regard to the last paragraph of your ”Concis eHistory of Earth Movement at

Sandgate”, in which it is stated that ”there is no justification whatsoever for
demandin" contriou-tions from owners as the present moveAent is due solely to
inadequate sea defences and the local authority' 5 neglect of their own drain."
I
understand that this View was made perfectly clear to Mr. Salt when you and Mr.Todd
saw him.
You will remember that in a letter of October 20th from the Council, an
indication was given that it would be necessary for owners to consult with one
another and that it would assist matters if representatives of the Council could
discuss the matter with the solicitors, surveyors or other representative of the
wners.

In my View,

it is entirely a matter for the owners

to decide whom :hey

will select as their adviser or representative, if, in fact, they wish to do this.>
With regard to the question of the costs of beach—feeding and the possibility
of the Council taking over the whole of the Latham drain, I think you must appreciate
At the moment,
that in this respect they have to be advised by their Consultants.
Jthey are dealing with the situation in the Encombe area and not with the land to the

west where I ave never heard it sugges;ed that works are necessa.ry.
I think if
you had enquired of the local authority, you would have been informed that it is a
usual condition imeosed by the hinistry on making a grant under the Coast Protection
Act, that the Council shall give an undertaking to the Ministry to maintain the
coast protection works in respect of which the grant is made.

Frankly, if you intended to enlist my further assistance, I think it is
regrettable that you did not feel able to consult me in regar
to the wording of
your questionnaire.
On the subject of the additional question suggested by me,
referred to in paragraph 1 on pace 2 of your letter, if you are referring to the
fact that I have not kept the owners advised of the progress of negotiations, I

think you must appreciate that I am constantly in consultation with all the local
authorities in the Constituency in reletion to their at roaches to the various
Ministries, and it would be impracticable to advise constituents of the action I
am taking every time I approach a Hinister.
If, on the other hand, the sugfestion

is that the local authority has not kept the owners advised, I
Town Clerk that information V “ been given since the first meeting
in July 135:.

You will, I

‘

~7

sure, understand that it

‘

.: impracticabl

every owner advised by lette“ of the progress of this muttei, out I unis
,,
your Society and your Socieety s Honorary Solicitor have been constantly heat in the
picture by the Town Clerk.
Quite apart from this, any owner could have written to
the Council and I am sure wou_ld have received any necessary inforrrtion.

_/

-3-

While some owners may take the View that the request to pay 10% of the Cost

of the drainage sys em is unjust, I am bound to say that I have had representations
from other ratepayers and members of the Council who consider it even more unjust
that 9%? of the cost sheild be borne by other ratepayers and taxpayers.

point,

Another

vhich I feel you should not lose sight of, is that if the River Authority

and the Einister of Agriculture had agreed to a drainage scheme as was suggested

by the Town Clerk, or the creation of an Internal Drainage District as was
suggested byyour Society ’5 Solicitor, it could well have been that the owners in
the bncombe area wcu11 have been recwired to pay a far greater proportion of the

nan one—tenth of it.

cost of the scheme

e

the houses .

oered 2, of course I appreciate that a number of

‘

Withr I

'Mt nal Hous e—3uilders Registration Council came

‘

if they did not have the
for this reason, I en aired whether
into bein5 '11
guarantee of a house builder, they had taken out insurance policies which would

Obviously, after the land movement began in October 1966,
cover the contingency.
insurance companies would not be prepared to give cover. Jith reference to the
owners who had purchased older property, perhaps it might have been expedient if I

had added a further question asking whether their surveyor indicated at the time of
purchase that there was any risk of land slips. The Society must understand that
in contracts for the purchase of landed property the principle of caveat emptor
applies, i.e. the buyer must mal<e h.is enqu:ries of the seller to ascertain whether

The seller is under no obligation to
there are any defects in the property.
disclose any such defects, Or any report he may have on the subject.
Jith refereence to paragraph numbered 3, it is my considered opinion that this
remedial work should be put in hand with the minimum of delay, and I feel that some
cllng
I
151::1-J
do ids? ion .1, a
14
1
x.;
owncio do .19
an owner I would have taken the view that the contribution I
the houses, hadI
towards the drainage scheme was a premium to make my house
was being asked to ,
.
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With regard to your statement that Bl owners have approached

you to ask me to obtain justice for them, I was advised that their legal case was

not strong, and in my opinion the best chance of getting financial help would be
through equity, and I thought that by obtaining a 90% grant an equitable solution
had, in fact, been found.

As far as the proposal to seek a Public Inquiry is concerned, I have no
objection to approaching the Minister on this matter, but I am bound to point out
to you that this could well take one or even two years, a delay which could have
tragic consequences,and the publicity derived therefrom would, in the long term,
Added to
have a detrimental effect upon the selling price of the houses involved.
spent in
better
thought
have
would
I
which
incurred
be
would
this, further expense

remedying the faults.
Another point which must be considered is whether you are prepared to accept
the ris“ of the Inquiry beinf unfavouinzblc to your members,and the possibility of
1nencc.lﬂdinkyou should
-ni”’“(ed in or
. ution o; ION oeiz1
the co:
appreciate that the cost of such a Public Iimuirg into all local authority at ’
since the drain was laid in 1395, mi1<3ht take a considerable time and would involve

the Council and its officers in a great volume of work and heavy expenditure on all
While I think it would be unusual, taking into
the ratepayers in the town.
that the tiinis ter would agree to hold an,
ci.rcunstances,
the
all
consideration
Inquiry, I should be inaorested to know whether your Society would be willing to
pay the cost of it in the event of the holding of the Inquiry being considered uh»

justified.

_ h _

«paragraph, mayT remind you the b I have always
the oasis that, although you had not got a
mandate from the owners, you
and I hope that you consider
will appeciate however, that
ratepayers in t

gooo faith seeking my advice on their behalf,
I hope you
riven it on tkmis basis.

a contribution 0
would have been
1
only the p
.

.

among the ind jvirdual 0vIners,
other matters, iuclu din3 property valu.e;
in previous years, had to pay a coast pro

responsibilities to other taxpayers and
vrhen the local authority su ”acted
how
old he made by the owners, they
Th 3 would heve left
he Council.
2A},'2

3011\1 bi)

Jail 1')

tiUDOJ.’ L}-CLA€‘LL

their individual circumstances and
the fact that some of thecwners have,
ction charge.

In conclusion, I would be far from 1;a11h if I was not to say that the , rent
my opinion cre ate
weather conditions - heavy rain followin3 a dry sumun er — do

circumstances in which early implication of the new arainage system is essential
tent of which it is impossible
to prevent further possible structural damage, the
to estimate.

sincerely,

Mrs. Barbara A. Kerr
Honorcry Secretary,
The Sandgate Society,
Somerville Lodge,
Sandgate Esplanade,
Folkestone, Kent.
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HIGHWAYS AND WATCH COMMITTEE
Borough of Folkestone
in the

»

Q8 3

At a meeting of the Highways and Watch Committee
held at the Civic
en re on Tuesday 'l8th

County of Kent

June, 1968 at 7 o'clock in {Es-ETEEEHBEEI’

PRESENT:- Alderman Hamer in the Chair, the Mayor,.
I

Aldermen Harris and Moody, Councillors Barnes, Drury,
Jacques, Neame, Penfold, Springett and TanSwell.

'

(6) MINUTES
'
The minutes of the last meetings- of the Highways
Committee and the Watch Committee and the minutes of the
last meeting of this Committee were submitted and signed°

(7) WEIGHTS AND MEASURES ACT, SHOPS ACT ETC.
(a) Chief Inspector's Report
'

'-

The Chief Inspector of Weights.and Measures
sugmitted his report for the period lst April to 31st May,

19 8
RESOLVED - That the report of the Chief Inspector of
Weights and Measures be received.
'

(b) Petroleum Licences — Renewals
RESOLVED ~ That the applications from the undermentioned persons and bodies to keep petroleum at their
stores respectively hereunder specified be approved and
licences containing the necessary and usual provisions be

‘granted until the Blst March, l969.
\

ﬁgmg

'

“

G. J. F. Mace

-

Barber Bros.

A
A

- A

Situation of Stops
88 Cheriton Road

'. A 295 Cheriton Road

Fosters Imperial Steam
Laundry Company Limited
' Sandgate Service Station

AAshley AyenueA

Sandgate High Street

(8) EARTH MOVEMENT AT SANDGATE
‘

‘

Further to minute 86 of the proceedings of the
Highways Committee of the 22nd February, 1968, and to his
written report on the matter dated the 17th June, 1968,

the Town Clerk outlined the histOry of earth movement at
Sandgate-and infermed the Committee of the present .

position.'
Following upon communications with the Ministry of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, an approach was being

‘

their agreement to the making of the scheme under the
Land Drainage Acts.
‘

}
t

The Borough Engineer explainedcertain aspects of
the problem and informed the Committee that the land

"QTEZKEEAKVA <

,_

made to the Kent River Authority in an effort to obtain

draina'e s stem installed after the 18‘ “ﬁlls aooeared

nc ioning an- ER;

he manhoes had beenA

inspects
regu arly as this was the only means of
ascertaining that the system was carrying ground water.
a

The Town Clerk informed the Committee that the
Council were under no legal obligation to take action to
stabilize the ground in the area although naturally they

'
E

Highways and Watch — 18th June, 1968.

would no doubt be concerned at the present situation

in the Encombe area;

'

'

‘

‘

‘

‘

‘ ‘

RESOLVED -

_

. (1) That copies of the Town Clerk's confidential report

and a copy of the letter and report from the Sandgate
ISociety be circulated to all members

of the Council who

are

‘

‘-

' not members of this Committee

(2) That a meeting be arranged to which three-,'.
representatives 6T"?ﬁ€”3§ﬁﬁg§t5"35€i€ty and all the OWners
of dwellings in the area affected by the Halcrow Report

1'.

'

“be'invited

(3) That the Mayor, Chairman and Vice—Chairman and
Alderman Harris represent this Committee at the above
”

-

-

meeting and

(h) That the Mayor be requested to certify-in'
writing that the preceding resolutions have been passed
in‘a case of emergency and that the matter is too urgent
”
'
to wait for cOnfirmation by the Council.

(9) HIGHWAYS ACT 1
a

-'

,- -

,

Langdon Road (Part) — Adoption

‘*

'

'

The Town Clerk reported that the part of Langdon
Road which had recently been made up under the Highways

Act, 1959 (Code of 1892) had now been completed and
that a resolution was required to adopt it.

-

'

RESOLVED — That that part of the street known as
Langdon Road from its junction with Hawkins Road for a
distance of 170 feet in a westerly direction and shown on

drawing number 378/196 within the Council's diStrict
hitherto not being a highway maintainable at public
expense; having been sewered levelled paved metalled
flagged channelled made good and lighted to the
”
satisfaction of the Council, the Council as the street
road
of
length
this
e
declar
hereby
.works authority do
to be a highway maintainable at the public expense,
the "
unless within one month after the date on which

notice in respect of the above length of road is first
displayed the oWners

or

a majority in number of the

owners of the street by notice in writing to the
cted
Council object thereto, and the Town Clerk be instru
notice
ary
necess
any
y
displa
and authorised to sign and
ance
in respect of the above—mentioned street in accord

with Section 202 (1) of the Highways'Act, 1959.
(b) Section hO Agreements
(1) Linksway Estate
The Town Clerk reported that the developer
on
carrying out the construction of the above estate

a site at the north—west corner of the Old Golf Course
agreement
has asked the Corporation to enter into an
in
1959,
Act,
ys
Highwa
under Section ho of the
roads.
estate
the
of
uction
constr
the
of
respect

RESOLVED — That the Corporation enter into an
1959,
agreement under Section ho of the Highways Act,
ay'
Linksw
the
on
roads
the
of
for the construction
a
estate in accordance with plans, sections and
er
Engine
h
Boroug
the
by
Specification to be approved
by
ed
approv
form
a
in
being
ent
subject to the agreem
the
the Town Clerk and to the inclusion therein of

THE SANDGATE SOC} ET Y

1 Castle Road9
Sandga teo

24th July, 1969,

Dear Sir/Madam?
EARTH MOVEMENT 9 SANDGATE

With reference to the meeting at the Civic Centre, Folkestone on 14th
April last when it was decided that the Ministry of Agriculture should be
asked to arrange a meeting at which representatives of owners affected and
Folkestone Corporation might discuss with the Ministry the drainage works
advised by the Consultants; .[ have to advise that the meeting duly took place
in London today Mro Gadd spoke for the owners and was accompanied by

Mrso Greenwall, Chairman of the Executive Committee of the Sandgate
Society and by Mr“ Todd"

The Corporation were represented by Mr Scragg

the Town Clerk? Councillor Banfie‘id the Deputy Mayor and Councillor Cookg
Chairman of the Finance and Establishment Committee” Five representatives
of the Kent River Authority were present together with five representatives
of the Ministry of Agriculture under the Chairmanship of Mr, Savage of the
latter Ministry,
'
The Ministry felt that a scheme of the nature suggested would be
unique Generally3 the Ministry and the Kent River Authority thought their
duties were only concerned with surface water drainage and saw difficulties in
either 2
(a) Setting up a drainage board as suggested by the Society or
(b) Preparing a scheme under Section 30 of the Land Drainage

Act of 1961, as suggested by the Corporation
The Society is discussing the matter further thh Folkestone Corporation
and contaideration is now being given to invoking the prov1slons of the Coast

Protection Act which, it .15 felt} may be more appr opriate,

Yours sincerely 9

Da

Go VORLEY”
Hon," Searetary,

i

3.

3

12.;

1 Appendix to Proceedings of Housing-I
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area on more appropri ate sites has

ee

made in. the Development P_lan. {‘n;:;\

1

~--

That, in connection with the submission of details
(A)
-of the proposed layout of the road and the proposed road

junction of the development with Canterbury Road in
; respect of the under-mentioned application which was the
E subject of outline permiSs ion in March, 1961, the
proposals be approved, subject to the consent of the=

liinister of Transport as the development will abut upon
.
'fvva trunk road?
.
.
'

61/22B - “ﬁfe‘ Walton Manor Farm - Canterbury Road-5‘,
Outline

(Revised)

(5)

residential deVelcpment for Messrs.

“ V*"

.

~ Snape & Leslie.

7“

trig

That, in connection with the under—mentioned

application, which arises out of an outline permission ,* “
'v'issued in March, 1962, the proposed layout be approved,
subject to any direction the Minister of Transport may

make and to the conditions and for the reasons respectively
_ stated:3 5.
_
,

,,.

62/P1l-9786"3"Encombe", The Esplanade - construction
';

of new estate road and sewers for The Land;ﬁ‘,ﬂ ',V
“.and Property Development Co. Ltd.,

subject

'to (1) details relating to the design of

;‘

'

“the buildings, their siting, external
appearance and means of access being

‘ submitted to and approved by the

[From MINUTES attached to SUMMONS
1, gto COUNCIL MEETING of 5th September,$

E,

eBoroughvoftFolkestoneV

,

Cor_oration before any works are begun;

11(ii§ the permission ceasing to have
* effect after the expiration of three
“ years from the date of notification of
” the decision upon ”he application unless

.‘j within that time,

)proval has been

gﬂﬁf,-

vaﬁLnotified in respect of the matters reserved ""

Q~under condition (1) above; (iii) the lines ‘19,}?
3-0
of sewers being revised to

the approval

,

'.
,;[

-stability of any deVGlopment which may be;i*7
undertaken on this site and to any_
,V recommendation of the spe01alists being
* undertaken as part of the approved scheme

of development; ng amenity planting and
'

'

Corporation being undertaken within

twelve months after the development has

;

,

landscaping in accordance with a‘scheme _;v:

to be submitted to and approved by the
"been carried out, the reasons for the
‘*.imposition of the conditions being that
- the property abuts u on a trunk road and

" ‘also respectively (i

”

that no such details_

have seen submitted (ii) in order to

’

' prevent the accumulation of permissions
in respect of which no details have been

-;

submitted, (iii) in order that the

;1 stability of the ground shall not be

_;_ prejudiced and the sewers shall not be
’~ ~injuriously affected by ground movementi"

"(iv) to ensure the stability of the site
trend of any development thereon and
1|

_,,'

y.

‘1

_

.

.,

,

v

,

.v
V

'

E?

g“.:3_*'

“3_of the Corporation; givz the Corporation ;g*;:”
" being furnished with a repor
y 501
”’
”_‘mechonics specialists as to what steps,
if any, are necessary to ensure the

,.,

a
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FOLKESTONE.

rc/W/319/1 ,

‘26th February, 1969.‘
N. C. SCRAGG. LL.M.
soucnon

TOWN CLERK
cum: or YHI PEACI
TELEPHONE:

55221

(STD 0303)

Dear Mr. Gadd,
Encombe

Further to my letter-to you of let February, I now enclose tWO

copies of the'planning permission dated 18th September, 1962.
You
will notice that this permission relates to the construction of new
estate roads and sewers and contains conditions which are appropriate
to an outline planning permission.
As you know, an outline planning

permission can only be granted in respect of buildings.
It therefore
seems to me that conditions No.1 and 2 are voidjand of no effect. , An
added reason for the invalidity of these two conditions is also the
decision in the case of KingSWay Investment Company -v- Kent County

'Council which was recently decided by the Court of Appeal.’

You will,

however, notice that condition (iv) makes provision for the soil mechanics'

report to be provided.
I understand from the Borough Engineer that a copy of the report
Was subsequently produced to the Borough Engineer, which Was the 1960 Report
prepared by Halcrows on the instructions of Dr. Leader, the then owner of the

‘.Encombe Estate.

-

'

,

Yours sincerely,

W
v

Town Clerk.
A. W, Gadd, Esq.,
Messrs. Hallett & Co.,
Solicitors,

.11 Bank Street,
Ashford, Kent.
The person dealing with this matter ommmmf is ........ themTown 'Clerk .............................. Ext»...
......... 202..
All correspondence to be addressed to the Town-Clerk
u

.

It

REPORT from Sir William Halcrow & Partners to Messrs. Beresfo d Lye & 00.,
Palnelston House, BishopS{;ate, London,L °C 2., dated 2 th April, 1960
re Dr. Leader, Encombe, SandgnteJ Kent
we write with reference to Mr. Snyth-Osborne's visit to Enconbe on 12th April
during which, in accordance with Dr. Leader's request, he carried out a routine
inspection and in addition had discussions with N . Evelyn and Mr. D.B. Lye concerning
the siting of any new buildings in the grounds.
The inspection was carried out in the presence of Mr. Usher of Messrs. Hayward
and Paranor.
Two previous routine inspections had been carried out for the A‘bey
National Buildinr Society on 6th August and 24th Jovernber, 1959.

Copies of our

letters giving the results of these inspections ave attached.
The positions and reference letters of tell—tales and observation wells mentioned
below are shown on drawing no.2 which accompaziied our report of April 1959 to the
Abbey National Building Society.
Observations in reSpect of ground :ovenents showed
the following position in relation to our last inspection on 24th Novenbcrz—
1.

Existing slip — No movement of tee of the slip or re e.ssion of the cliff at the
back of the slip.

2.

Hartello Tower - No Opening of the cracks in the moat wall.

3.

Surface cracks at top of cliff, references A to E - No measurable opening.

4.

Surface cracks at foot of cliff, references F & G ~ No opening.

5.

Surface cracks in main drive, references J & K — No measurable opening but slight
recent movement was indicated by cracks in the new mortar filling of old cracks
in the concrete kerb.
Surface crack above vegetable garden, reference L — No opening.
Cracks in terrace walls west of house — Slight recent movement was indicated by
cracks in the new mortar filling of old cracks in the terrace walls.
Glass tell—tales inside house — Three tell—tales in the scullery which had
previously been in position and remained intact for about a year had been
removed and the wall tiles replaced.
Tell-talc by lounge Split by crack
1/32 in. wide.
Annexe — do movement of strutted walls of boiler room or store.

A few further

negligible cracks in the distemper on the walls.
Observations in respect of ground water showed the following conditions:—
Existing slip — Well points dry except for B1 in which water was at a depth of
11ft.51n.
Surface of slip was dry except that at the toe of the slip on a
level about 10ft. above the ground level of the house there were two small
springs, one on the S. E. side and the other in the middle.

There was a small

flow of water from the land drains in the S.U. of the slip.
Steps to children's playg‘0und — Dry.
Undercliff behind house — water levels in well points unchanged except for D2
which had risen 5 in. Ground at foot of cliff by new drainage pit dry. A small
flow fron the land drains at the back of the drive.
The above observations show no change from the long term situation at Enconbe
which was described in our report to the Abbey National Building Society in April 1959.
They show the present to be a period of quiet in respect of the continual gradual
ground move:1ents taLking place at Encorhe.
They show that Inter level in t e Under—
cliff to be apprec Lably the same as that noted during our last inspection and sore
2ft. lower than thrt noted in April 1959.

As mentioned to Dr. lnader , .Ie considr thit the 0.; 731’"th011.) and nonsu; clients
made by use durin“ our routine 1nspections cou be crirried out satisfactorily b
Messrs. Hayward and Paranor.
Should any increase in the rate of ground movements
be noted or a rise oi the water levels in the undercliff and in the well points to
those shown on drawing no.2 01 our report of April 1959J thenxve su-‘Lcst thit this

office should be consulted.
/If it be...

_ 2 _
If it be decided that Messrs. Hayward and Param “ should in future carry out
the measurements at tell—tale pegs and the soundings in the well points, then we will
send on for their use tw0 copies of our drawing no.2 and a list of the results of
recent measurements.
we
terrace
pins at
slip at

recommend that small brass pins be set in on either side of the cracks in the
walls to the west of the house.
These would provide together with the steel
present ”set" in the drive, two firm places along the back of the 1893 land—
which accurate measurements could be maintained.

we turn now to the question of the siting of new buildings in the grounds at
Encombe.

The main known ground movement which ha-

occurred at Encombe is the 1893

landslip.
The lines of the surface cracks which opened in the ground during the
landslip are sh‘wn on drawing no.2 of our report.
Since further gradual movement
associated with this landslip has been indicated by surface cracks it would be unwise
to build on or close to any of the lines of the 1893 landslip.
In addition, other
conditions being equal, areas outside the landslip should prove more stable than those
within it.
Four areas Were considered. First, the southern part of the grounds lying between
the drive and the southern boundary was considered. A line of surface cracks of the
1893 landslip are shown to cross the area but these cracks must have been small and the

ground disturbance here negligible. During the visit, cracks were noted in the masonry
walls of the sunken tennis court but no cracks in the surfacing of the court itself.
These cracks are not considered to be associated with any general ground movement.
There is no reason to suppose that houses built in this area and not lying on the line
of the 1893 surface ccacks should behave any differently from the modern houses which

at present stand immediately east of the area.
Second, the level ground at the foot of the steep cliff and at the N.E. corner of
the grounds was considered. This area lies behind the 1893 landslip and should not be
affected by any further movements of this slip. Apparently a small fall had occurred in
the steep cliff at the rear in 1930 and in addition the ground was boggy underfoot.
It is considered that this area would be suitable for building but beforehand a French
drain some 6ft. deep should be constructed along he foot of the cliff behind which
would add to the stability of the cliff and also dry out the ground.
Third, the area of lawn on the east side of the house was considered. An indicat—
ion of the suitability of this area for building can be obtained from the eastern end
of the present house.
Reputedly this Was built on timber piles but some cracking has
taken place.
In a new house the risk or amount of cracking would be reduced the further
away it was placed from the back of the 1893 landslip.
Fourth, the western part of the grounds lying below the second vegetable garden
was considered.

Since this area lies well behind the 1893 landslip it also should not

be affected by further movements of this landslip. Ho Ses built in this area should
behave with respect to ground stability similarly to the modern houses standing
immediately West of the area.
With regard to Encombe House itself, we have given our opinion on its future in
A
our report of upril
1959 and our subsequent inspections confirm this View.
As mentioned wrevieusli
the timber struttinc
at the back of the court ard could
..
)
u
eaSily be replaced by concrete buttresses for the sake of appearance.
There appears
to be no adventure
in a terinv
.. for lpresent P urpOSes
o or extendingJ the struttingV in the
boiler room and store in the annexe,
The drainage heading on the west side of the

annexe should eventually be backfillcd before deteriorati'n of the present timber
lining and supports.

——~eOo—~—
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Omrdwuue LG1/Q/153
-

a Data

3.3 April 1970

Dear Sir
COAST PROTECTION ACT 19Q9
ENCOMBE ESTATE, SANDGATE

.

‘I refer to previous correspondence and to the informal visit on 1# January 1970
by one of the Department's Engineering Inspectors to investigate land movements in
the Encombe area of Sandgate. '
‘
.
In the light of the information obtained by the Inspector we consider that the
provision of an interceptor drain and associated works as suggested by
p
Sir William Halcrow & Partners to improve the stability of the ground in the area
of the 1893 land slip near the Encombe Estate, in order to reduce the liklihood
of damage to the sea wall, is work of a type which. in principal; could be carried
out under the Coast Protection Act 1949.
Without prejudice to the Minister' 5
consideration of any detailed scheme that may be submitted, it is our view that it

is open to the Council with the agreement of the land owners to put forward a formal
submission of the drainage works to be carried out in the vicinity_of Encombe for the
Minister's approval under Section 5 of the Coast Protection Act.
If the Council decide to proceed in this way they may at the same time wish to include
in their proposals works to improve the stability of the area adjacent to the garages
and filled ground to the North West.
Additionally they may also wish to consider
_
' methods such as beach feeding to maintain the foreshore in the vicinity of the Encombe
Estate 4-Sft. above the tops cf the piles in order to increase the factor of safety
against a slip.
The Council are invited to say whether they see any possibility of their assuming
responsibility for the 1893 "Latham drain" where no ownership is claimed and maintaining it as a surface water sewer or part of the coast defences.
The CounCil will no doubt be aware of their powers under the Coast Protection Act to

obtain by agreement contributions towards expenditure in certain circumstances and if
they decide to carry out the works described above they may wish to consider whether"‘
ouch contributions should be sought from the owners of those properties which would

enjoy substantial protection in the event of stabilisation-works being carried out.

' Yours faithﬂxlly

.0n 5!.

D V HAYWARD

a
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7. 7 V353Pt’imif’?ﬂi_9]0
Dear Sir

mcomE , SANWATE , FOIKESTONE

Thank you far your letter of 11 Septembgr.
I think E should explain that in the Department's letter of 23 April 1970 tie
council's attention was drawn to their power to seek contributions from landowners
whose propGrty wuuld be proteated in the event of the council deciding to put
forward proposals for stgbilisation Works in the vicinity of Encombe because it
appeared that tag council $839 of tie View thgﬁ, althsugh thay wished to assist
in any way they cxul‘: the remedial works required were strictly a matter for the
aﬁnc;5 of progcrtias if the area and ihau Regally the counail hsa no responsiblllﬁy.
In this connection I Would invite year attention to the contents of your letter of

i march $968.
We have indicate& in the letter sent to you on 25 April 19?0 our View that it is
open $0 the council to submit a scheme under the Coast Protection Act 1949. A
decision whather or not to do 30 re§ts with the council. On the basis of the
information given by the couno ;; it would seem reasanable that the property own»rs
shoulé be aﬁked to contribute is wards the cost of the works if the council undermake
them¢ I hava ta say, however9 t n an t s aproéiation: to obtain such contribuijons are
a maﬁter for tha Council ts pu?su a and *‘z dimistry is not in a p031tion to expreas
a View as tw_tha amount of the oonxri'utlons which would be appropriate.
Yours faithfully

? HAYWARB
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THE VXCARAGE, SANDGATE,
,
May 17th, 1893.

T0 the

Members of the General Committee 0f the
Sandgaz‘e Relief Fund.

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN,
As a very important question in which I am keenly interested will arise at our Meeting
on Friday, the 19th, I wish to put you in possession of certain facts bearing thereupon, which
may help to guide you in forming a judgment.
The Relief Fund, which is now being administered, was raised for the ur ose of hel in

those who have suffered through the Landslio of the Afh March. and we may consrder the
whole amount collected as about ,{8,500. Of that sum, some [3,000 may be regarded
as already voted, leaving £5,500 at the disposal of the Committee. A large part of the
money already dealt with by the Executive, has been assigned to owners of damaged
property conditionally upon their houses being put into habitable repair. But this property

cannot be considered safe until the area injured by the slip has been drained in a special
manner. No struggling lodging—house keeper can honestly say to a visitor that there is
absolutely no danger; no poor owner of one or two houses can expect to let his property—until
this drainage is done, and several people have not -yet touched their damaged property
because of this fact.
Consequently it is still true (to quote from the letter for the issue of which I was

responsible, and which produced the principal part of the fund) that “ many are left home‘
less, and without any means of support.”
The question now arises as to how the money required for the drainage is to be
procured, and it is on the propriety of part of the present surplus of the Relief Fund being'
used for this purpose that your advice is sought. The estimate of Mr. Baldwin Latham,
who has been employed to prepare a scheme of drainage, is that £1,750 will be needid.
My contention is that, in order to safeguard the houses now under repair, or about to be
repaired, it is the duty of the Relief Committee to expend some part of the Fund at their
disposal in carrying out this scheme of drainage, nor have I heard one objection of any
weight to this suggestion.

Some may regard this as a matter for a rate on the whole District.

The result

would be that the people already impoverished by the slip, would be reduced to greater
misery, and lam also advised that it would be practically impossible to legally make such

a rate.

Others might argue that this work ought to be done by the land owners in the

district.

Some ofthese could not now afford it, some would decline to assist, some are,

I believe, prepared to contribute— but none could be compelled to bear any part therein. I
might argue the injustice ofa rate in this matter as simply the laying of another burden
upon those already seriously suffering.
It must be borne in mind that the inhabitants of the whole town, and not merely those

living in the affected area are sufferers, and no one knows so well perhaps as 1 do how
heavily some of our tradesmen for instance are just now burdened. Yet there are people
who would suggest that when this overwhelming calamity deprives them of their trade they
should be further weighted with this rate.

I hold it to be the fairest, the most wholesome,

and the most beneficial way in which we now can use {1,750 of the Relief Fund, to devote
it to this drainage scheme. By doing this we shall relieve the whole of Sandgate, and we
shall restore public conﬁdence as we can in no other way. I am conﬁdent that any man
who knows the circumstances would strongly support this view. My great desire is to
have the Committee absolutely agreed upon this subject, and I, therefore, have drafted

this explanatory letter.
,
As Vicar of the Parish, and as one who, therefore, in the eyes of the public, will be
regarded as a person largely responsible for the ﬁtting expenditure of the money collected
in all parts of the world, I hold this scheme to be that best calculated to relieve our dear

little town from a burden so sore that it ought to awaken the sympathy of every feeling
soul.

Trusting we may arrive at a decision worthy and unanimous,
I am,

Yours faithfully.

H. RUSSELL WAKEFIELD.
Vicar of Sandgate,
Chairman 0 the Sandgale Local Board,

and joint

reasurer of the Sandgate Relief Fund.

u 0F For.

V‘o‘JC‘

KESr
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THE CIVIC CENTRE,
YOUR REF.:

FOLKESTONE.

MYRER:TC/C/3lg/1/4

20th October,

1970

N.C.SCRAGG.LLM
SOLICIYOR

'

T_OWN CLERK
CLERK

OF

THE. PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221
(STD 0303)

Dear sir/Madam;
Earth Movement at Sandgate —
' Coast Protection Act, 1949
1.
Following the last meeting between property owners in the Encombe area
and representatives of the Council in April 1969 and protracted discissions
with Government Departments including an investigation conducted by an
Engineering Inspector of the Minister of Housing and Local Government, I have
been informed by the latter Ministry that drainage works, as advised by the
ICouncil's Consultants, is work of a type which, in principle, could be

carried out under the Coast Protection Act, 1949.
2.

When the Act was first passed, works schemes normally included provisions

for the levying of coast protection charges on owners of properties benefitted
by the works.
'Since August 1962, coast protection charges can no longer be
levied, but there is power in the Act for coast protection authorities to
obtain contributions from owners by agreement, and the Minister has advised
that contributions should be sought where appropriate (e.go when works would

protect substantial properties,

such as hotels, holiday camps, etco).

3.
The Council are of opinion that drainage works as recommended by their
Engineering Consultants would substantially benefit properties in the Bncombe

area and that if any works are carried out, owners of properties benefitted
should contribute to the cost.
The Ministry consider that it is reasonable
that property owners should be asked to contribute if the Council undertake
the works.
4.
The Council have accordingly decided that action should be taken under
the Coast Protection Act, 1949, provided owners of properties benefitted
contribute to the cost of the scheme.
The Council consider that the total

of such contributions from individual owners should be 10% of the total cost

0f the PrOPOSEd works; tngether with costs already incurred and vuugus.
c Am “ V. ‘t"“t"'
out: no

The person dealing with this matter mxrrme‘hxtt is ........... the.” .TQWDV..C.:L.€IFKUW. ..
All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk
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fees.

This is an essential condition for action to be taken by the Council

who consider that the owners should, themselves, decide h0w much each owner
should pay and should consult together to this end.
5.
The estimated cost of the works is not yet known.
The Council’s
consultants have referred (inter alia) to two drainage schemes in their
report of 15th January 1969, one costing about £10,000 to £15,000 and the
other (which they favour) costing £35,000o
These amounts are preliminary
estimates which were given nearly two years ago and are subject to revision.
They do not include expenses already incurred by the Council or consultants' fees
whidlwould, as mentioned above, both be taken into account in calculating
the total of contributions expected by the Council.
6.
The Ministry of Housing and Local Government have indicated that they
will conSider an application for grant of approximately 40—45% on the balance
of the estimated cost remaining after contributions have been made by private
It is also likely that the County Council will contribute, although
interests.
to what extent is not yet known.
7.

This letter is being addressed to
(i) the ratepayers of those properties where
(a) reductions in the rating assessments have been secured
on the grounds of earth movement, or in respect of which
appeals for such reductions have been made on those grounds
and which have not yet been determined;
(b) they are structurally joined with such properties, or
(c) the owners have already agreed to make contributions

(ii) the owners of those building sites in the area that are available

for development
since these would seem to be the properties which would benefit from stabilisa—
tion of the area.
8.
I shall be obliged if you will kindly let me know if you are prepared
to contribute to the expenses of the proposed works on the basis outlined
above.
It will obviously be necessary for you to consult other owners in
the area and it would assist matters if representatives of the Council could
discuss the matter with the solicitors, surveyors or other representatives

of the owners.
I look forward to hearing from you in due course.
9.

If you happen not to be the owner of your dwelling,

will you please

pass this letter to the owner or his agent.
Yours faithfully;

I!

j

/A1/NJT“IV/?L/1”L)”ﬂk
Town Clerk.
,r ”My,

L.D.

Syer,

Esq.
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the contents of paragraph 5 o: the
circular.
In a subsequent letter dated September Ziri, Q 70, the Ministry
that the cuestion whether such contribution should be sot " ': entirely a m

for the Counc l although the Ministry do state tha , on the basis of the
inforxnation gi_ven to them by the Council, it would seem reasonable that proerty

owners shculd be asked to contribute.

Your Society may disagree with the View of

the Council, but it is the Council who have the power to deterfuine whether ~r hot
they will seek a contribution and they take the View that it is reasonable that

they should, giving considt>Ie.'tion to the fac t t at 90% of the cos t will be paid

(a)

by the taxpayer thr ugh Government grant,

(b)' by the ratepayers in the whole of Kent through the County gran
(c)

by the ratepayers in the whole of the Borough as to the remai
the cost of ti; works.
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I appreciate that certain owners may have suffered damage and feel entitled

to compensation, but as the drain was on priVate property, there is little doubt
that a claim for compensation could not be brought against the local authority.
The Valuation Department of the Inland Revenue have acknowledged the loss of value
in some instances by agreeing to a reduction in the rateable value.
I was, of course, aware of your meeting with Mr. Salt on September 18th. I
think you must aporeciate, howefer, that in connection with this matter it was
right for the Council to communicate directly with the owners, who would then be
in a position to make up their own minds whether or not they wished the Society
I think that this is perfectly understandable,
or other adviser to represent them.
”Concise History of Earth Movement at
your
of
paragraph
having regard to the last

Sandgate”, in which it is stated that ”there is no justification whatsoever for
demanding contributions from owners as the present mov ment is due solely to

I
inadequate sea defences and the local authority's neglect of their own drain.”
Hr.Todd
and
you
when
Salt
hr.
to
clear
understand that this View :as made perfectly
saw him.

You will remember that in a letter of October 20th from the Council, an
indication was given that it would be necessary for owners to consult with one
another and that it would assist matters if representatives of the Council could
discuss the matter with the solicitors, surveyors or other representative of the
In my View, it is entirely a matter for the owners to decide whom they
towners.
will select as their adviser or representative, if,

in fact, they wish to do this.

With regard to the question of the costs of beach-feeding and the possibility
of the Council taking over the whole of the Latham drain, I Jhink you must appreciate
At the moment,
that in this respect they have to be advised by their Consultants.

Jthey are dealing with the situation in the Encombe area and not with the land to the
I think if
west where I have never heard it sugge3;ed that works are necessary.
it is a
that
informed
been
have
would
you
you had enquired of the local authority,

usual condition imposed by the Ministry on making a grant under the Coast Protection
Act, that the Council shall give an undertaking to the Ministry to maintain the
coast protection works in respect of which the grant is made.
Frankly, if you intended to enlist my further assistance, I think it is
regrettable that you did not feel able to consult me in regard to the wording of
On the subject of the additional question suggested by me,
your questionnaire.
referred to in paragraph 1 on pare 2 of your letter, if you are referring to the

fact that I have not kept the owners advised of the progress of egotiations, I
think you must appreciate that I am constantly in consultation with all the local
authorities in the Constituency in relation to their apvroaches to the various
Ministries, and it would be impracticable to advise constituents of the action I
If, on the other hand, the suggestion
am taking every time I approach a Minister.
I am advised by the
‘
as not kept the owners adv‘
is that the local authority
with the owners
meeting
i'
’
the
since
Town Clerk that information has been given
tol
impracticable
'<
"
~
r»’r"!'.:a.nr‘u
sure,
feel
I
will,
You
in July 1968,

every owner advised by letter of the progress of this matter, but I understand that
your Society and your Society's Honorary Solicitor have been constantly kept in the
Quite apart from this, any owner could have written to
picture by the Town Clerk.
the Council and I am sure would hav‘ received any necessary information.

S Now\I/

, \O
A /

_ 3 While some owners may take the View that the request to pay 10% of the cost

of the drainage system is unjust, I am bound to say that I have had representations
from other ratepayers and members of the Council who consider it even Inore unjust
‘cild be borne by ot her raterayers and taxpayers.
Another
you should not lose sight of, is that if the River Authority
i
”:r culture had agreed to a drainage scheme as was suggested
by the To\m '
or tre creation of an Internal Drainage District as was
suggestedby your Society' Solicitor, it could well have been that the owners in
4.-1_,.
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than one- t nth

With regard to paragraph numbered 2, of course I appreciate that a number of
the houses were built before the National House—Builders Registration Council Came
into beLng and,

for this reason, I enquired whether, if they did not heve the

nourance policies which would
guarantee of a house builder, they had taken out in
Obviously, after the land movement began in October 1966,
cover the contingency.
With reference to the
insurance companies would not be prepared to give cover.
owners who had purchased older property, perhaps it might have been expedient if I

had added a further question as‘:ing whether their surveyor indicated at the time of
purchase that there was any risk of land slips.

The Society must understand that

in contracts for the purchase of landed property, the principle of caveat emptor
applies, i.e. the buyer must make his enquiries of the seller to ascertain whether
The seller is under no obligation to
there are any defects in the property.
disclose any such defects, Or any report he may have on the subject.

With reference to paragraph numbered 3, it is my considered opinion that this
‘ remedial work should be put in hand with the minimum of delay, and I feel that some
Takind into consiu-luc-or the ullllCUlLy of selling
owners do not appreciate this.
the houses, had I been an owner I would have taken the view that the contribution I
to pay towards the drai nage scheme was a premium to make my house
was being aske
to your statement that 51 owners have approached
with regar
marketable again.
case was
you to ask me to obtain justice for them, I was advised that til eir le
not strong, and in my opinion the best chance of getting financial help would be

through equity, and I thought that by obtaining a 966 grant an equitable solution
had, in fact, been found.
As far as the proposal to seek a Public Inquiry is concerned, I have no
objection to approaching the hinis ter on this metter, but I am bound to point out
to you that this could 1.'ell take one or even two years, a delay which could have
tragic conseouences,and the puM icity derived therefrom would, in the long term,
Added to
have a detrimental effect upon the selling price of the houses involved.

this, further expense would be incurred which I would have thought better spent in
remedying the faults.
Another point which must be considered is whether you are prepared to accept
the ris k of the I.nqujry beizrig unfavourable to your members, and the possibility of
tho centribution oi i“ being luc1:&”€d in.' n-oi en's,

I

.nin: you sheld

etc all local authority actions
appreciate that the cor: of such a Public Inouiry in
since the drain was laid in 1895, miht take a considerable time and would involve

the Council and i.ts officers in a great volume of \: ﬁre and heavy expenditure on all
the ratepayers in the town.
While I think it would be unusual, taking into
consideration all the circumstances, that the Minis tor would a.ree to hold anInquiry, I should be interested to know diether your Society would be willing to
ing of Mn in uiry being considered unn
pay the cost of it in the event of the ho ldi

Justified.
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With regard to your ultimate paragraph, may I emind you that I have always
talked to members of your Society on the basis that although you had not got a
‘ ‘g .:a in: my advice on their behalf,
mandate from the owners, you were L‘ and I hope that you consider that

'

basis.
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given '*
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will appreciate, however, that I also have
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ua_ circumstances and
hat some of thecwners have,

I was not to say that the present
. v '
In conclusion, I would be “a
weather conditions - heavy rain following a dry summer u do in my opinion create

circumstances in which early implication of the new drainage s~stem is essential
to prevent further possible structural damage, the extent of which it is impossible

to estimate.

sincerely,

Mrs. Barbara A. Kerr,
Honorary Secretary,

The Sandgate Society,
Somerville Lodge,

Sandgate Esplanade,
Folkestone, Kent.

THE CIVIC CENTRE.
YOUR REE:

FOLKESTONE.

MY REF.: TC/C/319/1/4

17th November,

1970

. C. SCRAGG. LL.M,
SOLIC|TOR
TOWN CLERK
CLERK OF THE PEACE

TELEPHONE: 55221
(STD 0303)

Dear Sir,
Earth Movement at Sandgate

Thank you for your letter of 13th November.
The ultimate cost of any scheme will, of course, not be known
until its completion.
The only information the Council have at the
moment, is the estimate given by Messrs. Halcrows in their report of

January 1969, which is referred to in my letter to you of 20th October.
What the Council are asking the owners affected, is whether, in
principle, they would be willing to share together in a contribution of
10% of the cost of a drainage scheme.
If there is agreement among the
owners, the Council feel that consultations could take place between them

to agree on a basis of contribution prior to further discussions with the
Council.
I am sure that this cannot be regarded as signing a blank
cheque in favour of the Council.
No one would expect you to do this.
With regard to the third paragraph of your letter, you will
appreciate that the Council are asking the owners to make voluntary
contributions.
The basis on which they have approached the matter is,
that those persons who will be substantially benefitted by the proposed
works, should be asked to contribute and these are the persons who feel
that their property has been injuriously affected by the land slips and
thereby obtained reductions in their assessments.

With reference to the last paragraph of your letter, you will
appreciate that planning permission for the development of Encombe was
granted before the serious earth movements towards the end of 1966.
As far as the Council were aware, although there had been minor earth
movements, there had been nothing as serious as the
1966 Slip. since the

The person dealing with this mattermmxmmtf is
All correspondence to be addressed to the Town Clerk

original slip in 1893s
However, the then Borough Engineer did inshect
the report of MeSSrs. Halcrows to Dr. Leader of 1960 before planning
permission for the erection of the houses on the Estate was granted.
It must also be appreciated that it is the responsibility of the developer to a
ensure that adequate precautions are taken to safeguard the stability of the
building by provision of adequate foundations.

Yours faithfully,

rw~w~v-o
«I

Town Clerk.

L.D. Syer, Esqe,
148 Sandgate High Street,
Folkestone.
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5, Encombe,
Sandgate‘

12th September, l970;
Dear Householder,
EARTH MOVLfT‘J~SAhDGATE

'he following is extr:_cted from the Minutes of the Highways
and Watch Committee Meeting of lSth August

last which Minutes

will come up for conside ation in full Council next Wednesday.

( 58) moomn ESTATE, SAj‘TADCATh
The Town Clerk submitted a confidential report, a copy
of which had been previously circulated to members of this

Committee (and is n.ow circulated to all other members)
summarising the histor; Oi the Encombe Estate site,

the

development which had taken ply?ce, the earth movement which
had occurred and the action trion to date.

After very lengthgr investigations, it appeared that the
only legal provision under 'hich worl:s could be effectively
carried out

at Fncombe,

u e the Moe t Protection Act,

1949

and the Town Clerk felt that serious considerationshould
be given to the maL:i 5 01 a Coast Protection scheme under

t1..ie provisions of the Act. The report had been submitted
to lieep the members of the Committee informed of the present
position.
The Committee expresse’ >
val of the action so far
taken and were in agreemcnt 1"
the Ministry of Housing
and Local Government that if '
cheme were made under the
Act
the owners on the
Combe st1te should contribute to
the costs.

A further report would he cubmitted after the reactions
of the property owners ham been received.
u)

a1; out a circular to the
If as s ems likely the C rnci
' ‘ eSociety will call an urgent
houserolders concerned, the L
A
pets at which it is hoped a
private meeting of those w or;
common course of action will he agreed.
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'
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